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GHAPTiiK I
II.'TKODUCTICH PUI-K)3K OF STUDY
Introduction. Sparsely settled Llontana iias a large 
number of relatively small scliools staffed by a few teachers, 
each teaching in several subject fields* While it is common 
knowledge that teuchex^s in this state are often required, to 
teach in subject fields in which they have little or no 
preparation, evidence has been lacking as to the exact 
nature and extent of such practice* lïor has inforLiation been 
available to reveal to prospective teachers the combinations 
of teaching fields for which there is demand in the high 
schools of the state*
The fact that roany teachers are not prepared to teach 
in several subject fields may bo due in part to the present 
pattern of teacher training which calls for training xTiainly 
in only two teaching fields* Since the turn of the century 
there has been a tendency towa:cd more and more specialisation 
in education as in other v/alks of life* This has lod to the 
system of majors and rrdnors under which college students 
specialize in one uic\Jor field and acquire a liioited â aoui 0 of 
training in a second field iaiown as their minor • It is the 
v/riter*s observation that, althouga the choice of a xruijor 
has generally been irado according to a genuine interest and 
ability in the field, the choice of 'dnors, particularly
—1—
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In tiie Case of students preparinj; to bee one teachers, has 
less often been based on lo{̂ :icai considerations* Irrational 
choices tend to reduce the nuiabor of qualified teachers end 
laay prove costly to the futui'e teacher. This is especially 
true when the selected minor is not coLaionly ta up ht with the 
major. Such considerations as the fore^roing lead to the 
observation that training in tiii'ee or more subject fields, 
together with luore adequate guidance based on realistic 
knowledge of the teaching situation in the scnools, itiight 
improve the quality of teachers. There appears to bo need, 
therefore, for specific data concerning, teaching combinations 
in mont ana higii schools.
Purpose of study. The xocijor objective of this study 
was to analyse and present facts concerning (1 ) subject 
combinations which teachers were actually called on to teach, 
(2 ) the preparation of teachers in these subjects, and (3 ) 
the teaching load carried by them in hontana high schools 
during';: the 1946-1947 school year. The principle problems 
involved may be briefly stated as follows:
1* What subject combinations were most commonly taught 
in hontana high schools? How many of the teachers 
in each subject field were required to teach in one, 
two, three, four, or more subject fields?
2 * How well prepared v;er© Montana high school teachers.
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in terms of oollece quarter hours of preparation, 
to teach each of the subjects assigned to them?
a. How well prepared were they in the field in 
which they had the most preparation?
b. How well prepared were they in the fields otlmr' 
than the one in which they had most preparation?
Use of study, Jai investigation of teaching 
combinations and teacher preparation may be of much value, 
especially in i-jontana where no previous investigation of the 
problem has been made, The prospective teacher and his advi­
sor may use the ixiforiaation found in this study to eliminate 
the unwise choice of minors, or even majors. They may plan 
an intelligent course of study which is based on factual 
information. Training in a course of study involving a minor, 
or minors, and a major which are corxionly taught in combina­
tion in the high schools will result in the graduation of 
better qualified teachers having better opportunitios of 
finding suitable positions. Ultiimately, better performance 
on the part of high school students who are taught by more 
highly qualified teachers may be expected.
This study will also reveal those subject fields in 
which the average teacher preparation is lew « This situation 
might be improved by modifying training requiremonts for 
teachers in those particular fields and by tightening 
accrediting requirements.
Prevloua studies. Ko previous study of subject 
combinations, teacher preparation, or teaching loads has 
been made of llontana high schools to the knowledge of the 
\7Xiter, The writer made an effort to find siiiiilar studies 
on a regional or national basis but vms unable to do so 
even after directing a number of letters to the United 
States Office of jSducation. Although very few direct com*- 
parIsons may be made between, this study and others, there 
are several other investigations worthy of mention#
Briar and Briggs made separate but similar surveys 
of subject combinations and teacher preparation in different 
Iowa schools in 1930# They found that 47*5 per cent cé* the 
high school teachers taui:ht In one field, and that aixct her 
41#9 per cent taught in two fields. This left a little over 
ten per cent to teach in three or %iore subject fields.^
Griffith followed up the earlier studies of Briggs 
and of Briar in 1936. He found no appreciable difference 
in the figures since the earlier studies. He notes that 
the number of teachers who tau£;ht in only one subject field 
increased in proportion to the size of the school, and
A* Briar, "Subject Combinations In High School 
Teacher's Programs" (Lïaster's thesis. University of Iowa, 
Iowa City, lov/a. 1930); Charles V/# Briggs, "Subject Combin­
ations in High School Teachers* Programs" (Master's thesis, 
University of Iowa, Iowa city, Iowa. 1931)
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conversely, the number of teachers teaching in two or more
2subject fields increased as the size of the school decreased.
Iverson made a study of îîorth Dakota high school
teachers for the year of 1939-1940 in which he determined
that 27*3 per cent of the teachers taught in one field,
34*0 per cent taught in two fields, 19.3 percent in three
fields, 10*3 per cent in four fields, and 6.0 per cent in
five fields* Only 2*3 per cent were required to teach in 
3six fields*
Lockard in his study of teachers' preparation end 
teaching combinations in Kansas during 1946 found that 
the teaching combinations there had remained relatively 
stable through the previous sixteen year period* lie also 
found that about fifty per cent of all the Kansas high school 
teachers were teaching classes in two or more fields. He 
noted that there had been a slight decrease in the teachers* 
preparation. He attributed this change to war conditions 
which drew many qualified teachers avay frora their
%iarold G . Griffith, ** Teacher * s Subject Combinations 
of High School Teachers in 449 Independent School Districts 
of Iowa, in 1934-33^ (blaster’s thesis. University of Iowa, 
lov^a City, Iowa. 1936)
3Korman Floyd Iverson, "Subject Combinations of Horth 
Dakota High School Teachers" (Master’s thesis, Montana State 
University, Missoula, Montana* 1939) p* 137*
*"
professions into the araed services and into better paying 
jobs. However, a slightly larger percentage of the high 
school teachers held Master’s degrees in 1946 than in 1933,^
Crena K, Lockard, ’’A Comparative Study of the College 
Preparation, Teaching Combinations and Salaries of KaRsas 
High School Administrators and Teachers 1946", (Kansas 
State College of Kiaporia Bulletin of Information, Vol, 26, 
Lo. 11, Hov, 1946,;
oiuæ^riiiL II
I^OCEDURE, D-tlFIiaTIONS, AÎ D CLASSIi^^ICATIOÎiS
Procedure. On tiie surface the procedure involved in a 
study of teaching combinations, teacher prepcration and load 
appears simple, definite, and clear cut— merely a task of 
tabulating, nowever, such did not prove to be the case* In 
this instance, before actual tabulation could be begun, it 
was necessary to determine the following:
1, The source, or sources, of the required information,
2, The specific courses to be included in each subject 
field•
3, An arbitrary classification or grouping of schools 
which would be simple to tabulate and readily 
understood.
4* A simple method of presenting the teacher’s prepara­
tion in each subject field in terms of college 
training-
In order to ascertain the best approach to be followed 
in this research, an analysis was made of several previous 
studies of the same type. While the basic patterns used in 
these analyses were followed in this study, several changes 
were introduced in order to adapt to the situation in montana*
-7“
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Sources of Information* Nearly all the data used in 
compiling the tables were obtained from the Department of 
Public Instruction, State of llontana, through the courtesy 
of l&iss jîlizabeth Ireland, State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, The data was copies from the high School 
Reports, Form A. Tuese reports are submitt eu by the high 
school administrators to the State Department of Public 
Instruction prior to October first of each school year.
They give each teacher*s class schedule, preparation in each 
subject field taught, salary, institutions of higher learn­
ing attended, degrees, certification, and the number of 
years of experience* Also included is information concern­
ing the school’s enrollment, its accrediting, and the total 
number of teachers employed*^
In many instances complete information concerning 
the teacher’s credits in certain subject fields was nob 
given in these reports* It then became necessary to search 
through the files of the certification department in the 
State Department of Public Instruction. Here much of the 
needed information was found from the transcripts which 
accompanied the applications for certification of many of 
the teachers in question. However, these did not give the 
Information on older teachers whose transcripts were not
^See Appendix A*
required to be filed with the Jt&te Departiaent of Public 
Instruction at the tiiae they were granted t heir certificates. 
Additional data v;er© obtained froia the records of the regi­
strar of the Uontana State University where I'lany of the 
teachers had received their degrees•
In Cases in which the above sources of information 
failed to give all the necessary data concerning a teacher’s 
preparation, a personal letter was vritton to the teacher
asking his cooperation in supplying the author with the
2necessary information. For the teacher’s convenience a
self-addi^essad post card was enclosed with each letter. It
was only necessary for the teacher to fill in two or three
blanks with the number of credits he had earned in tho
particular* subject in question and to add his signature
if he wished. Sixty-four per cent of the teachers thus con-
3tacted returned the post cards with the data requested.
Subject fields. There are very few differences 
between this study and earlier studies made elsewhere with 
respect to the specific subjects included in the various 
subject fielos except as indicated by tho following 
statements «
^Seo Appendix B. 
^Seo Appendix C .
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Flrst$ four more distinct subject fields are included 
in this study then % ere included In the earlier studies. In 
the earlier studies courses such as history, problems of 
democracy, civics, government, current events, citizenship, 
international relations, sociology, social probltt^is, econ­
omic 8, vocational guidance, occupations, orientation and 
consumer economics were all pooled into one broad subject 
field called social studies. In this study these courses 
are separated into two fields, (1) the field of history and 
(2) the field of other social studies. The subjects included 
in each field are listed on pages 11 and 12.
Previous studies pooled physics, chemistry, physiology, 
biology, botany, zoology', and navigation into the broad fleid 
of science. In this investigation they are separated into 
two subject fields, (1) biological science and (2) pnysioal 
science. The earlier studies included psychology in tho 
field of social studies* In this analysis it is treated as a 
separate subject field. Likewise, the fine arts were included 
in the field of Lnglish in the earlier studies. They are con­
sidered a separate subject field in this study. These 
distinctions were made in order to adapt this study to the 
dctsreo requirements of iiontona dtate University and to the 
certification requirements of the montana tit ate Department of 
Public Instruction. The Inclusion in this analysis or four 
more subject fields than in the studies mentioned obviously
—XI—
limits tiie possibilities for comparisons#
Tbe subjects included in each of the subject fields 
are the following:
1. Agriculture Vocational agriculture, farm shop,
farm machinery, farm management 
2# Fine /irts Drawing (not mechanical), painting,
art
3 , Commercial I'yping, shorthand, bookkeeping,
business law, business aritixmetlc, 
office machines, secretarial 
writing, economic geography, co-op 
English, literature, library, public 
speaking, oratory, drama. Journal­
ism, school papor 
History, problems of democracy, 
civics, government, citizonsiiip, 
international relations 
6# iiome Economics Cooking, sewing, homeioaking, child
care, home nursing 
7. Industrial Ai‘ts manual training, sheet metal work,
printing:, photography, mechanical 
drawing, graphic arts 
8m Latin Latin
9. Mathematics Algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
general aritWetio
History
10* Modern Lanc^uac 
11. Music
—12—’
Gorman, French, Spanish 
Band, chorus, orchestra, glee 
club, music appreciation, harmox̂ ** 
12. Biological Science Biology, botany, zoology, health,
physiology, hygiene, general 
science 
Physics, chei-'iistry, geology, 
navigation, photography 
Psychology
Football, basketball, baseball, 
track, gymnastics 
Social probleias, social science, 
economics, vocational guidance, 
occupations, orientation, 
consumer goods
13» Physical Science
14# Psychology
1$. Physical Education
16* Social Studies
Identification of teachers by preparation in their 
major subject field. In a study of this kind it was 
necessary to associate each teacher with a specific subject 
field* Different writers have identified teachers with 
various subject fields In different ways. Acccrding to 
some writers, for example, to bo identified as a history
General Science was included here since the High 
school Reports, Form A (see Appendix, a ) Indicated that 
teachera who taught general science tended to have more 
preparation in biological science than in physical science*
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teacher it was necessary for a teacher to teach at least two 
classes in history and have a college preparation in history 
equal to, or better than, that indicated for any other 
subject taught by hiia* Tills type of identification could 
not be used in this analysis because in the majority of the 
small schools certain teachers ere required to teach less 
than two classes in the field in which they have the greatest 
preparation* In some instances there y^ere teachers who were 
not teaching at all in the subject field in which they were 
most thoroughly prepared.
In this survey a teacher was identified with the 
subject field in which he had the most preparation, provided 
he was teaching at least one class in that field* ior 
ezomple, a teacher who taught history and several other 
subjects but had the most preparation in history was iden­
tified as a history teacher regardless of the nunibor of 
history classes he taught. If he wrere not teaching in the 
field in which he had the most preparation, he was identi­
fied v;ith that field, from amon̂ :: those in which he was 
teaching, in which he had the most preparation*
Amount of preparation of teachers* In order that a ----  ------- ------------ r ' * ^ T ~     ' - I— •  ~~TT-- r... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   -
clear over-all picture of the preparation of teachers might 
be presented, it was necessary to identify amounts of train­
ing in various subject fields* In previous studies the 
preparation of teachers has usually been expressed in terms
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of majors and minors, altnou^h in soveral instances no clo&r- 
cut distinction had been made between a jcoajor and a min or • 
This study was more specific concerniuc:: the teacher's pr e par - 
ation in that his preparation in each subject field was 
specifically shovm as falli%: into one of the foui* follow­
ing categories: (1) one to nineteen quarter hours, (2)twenty
to twenty-nine quarter hours, (3) thirty to forty-four 
quarter hours and (4) forty-five or more quarter hours of 
preparation in a subject field. A heading "Credits Unknown" 
was included in the tables so that the teachers w'hose prepar­
ation in a subject field was unicnov;n could be included.
Ko information whatsoever could bo found concerning 
the preparation of approxi/nately twenty-five teachers; they 
were omitted from this analysis. Incomplète or questionable 
data were included in the appropriate port! ox of the tables 
marked "Credits Unknown"# All available data were utilized#
The schedules and preparation of 1,314 t m  ch ers in 
184 high schools of Montana wore investigated# This figure 
included all adiainistratoro who taught on© or more sabjocts# 
Only forty-four superintendents and principals devoted all 
their time to adrainistrative duties in Montana hi^x schools 
during the school year of 1946- 1 % 7 .
Grouping of schools# It was also necessary to group
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sciiools ly sô ae laeejis so tiiot tlie distribution of teacliers 
according to their preparation and teaching load in the 
various size schools could be shovm* Previous studies have 
utilized the classification of schools as deteitiined by the 
depart^aonts of public instruction in their respective states. 
If this practice had been follov:od with Llontana high schools 
there would, have been only thr ee groups of schools— first, 
second, and third class school3--each based upon the popula­
tion of the school district rather than on the enrollment of 
tho school, however, the enrollments in the year 1A6-Iy47 
in the first class districts, which have a populiition of 
ei,iht thousand or more, ranged from 505 to 1,625 students; 
in the second class districts, with a population of one 
thousand to eight thousand, there v/ere from forty-three to 
5dO students; in the third class districts, which have less 
than one thousand people, the enrollment varied from five 
students to 146 students. It raay be seen from these f igures 
that there was much overlapping in enrollment from one class 
of district to another.
In order to coraparo schools of various sizes in terms 
of enrollment, an arbitrary grouping of till Uontana high 
schools on the basis of student cnrollmont was made. I'ive 
such groupings were made as follows: (1) tvfenty-seven schools 
with enrolliaents of one to twenty-five students, (2) forty- 
three schools with twenty-six to fifty students, (3) forty-
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nine schools with fifty-one to one iiunc.red students, (4) 
forty-seven schools \-vith 101 to 250 students, and (5) 
ei{diteen schools v;ith 251 or more students*
Parochial schools vyere not included in this study.
III
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Tills chapter, v/lth its accoi.ipanylnc tables, presents 
en over-all picture of subject combinations and teacher load 
as they existed in Uontana hich schools in 1946-1947.
Chapter IV provides detailed information concernin^^ each 
specific subject field,
iTrenuency of the nuiaber of subject field.s taurlit by 
Ilontpna teachers♦ Table X, pap-o 13, reveals the nuaiber and 
per cent of llontana teachers v,iio v/ere teaching in one sub­
ject field only, or in combinations of two or more different 
subject fields. Of the 1,314 Montana hitJd school teachers 
covered by this study there v/ero 562, or 42.9 per cent of 
the total, who taught in only one subject field; 393, or 
30.4 per cent, were toachinc in two fields. The remaining 
26,6 per cent taupht in three or iiiore different subject 
fields.
It Is Generally true that most teachers boyin t heir 
toachinc careers in the small schools where they are 
required to teach in several different subjsco fields. As 
they t, aln experience they tend to luove to the larger schools 
where they usually teach in fewer subject field s. The ade­
quacy of the present pattern of certification ret^uirinG
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TABLE I
T IE  V ITH  WHICH TEACiLK: TAUGHT IH  OfîE SUBJECT FIELD O rU f, CR
13 T fO , THREE. FCHR, F IV E , OR S IX  SU3JSCT PIELDS IT: tCHTAKA
HIGH SCHOOLS IH  19 46 -1 9 *7
Humber of Per eent
teenier# of teeehere
one e u b je c t f i e ld  o n ly  ^6z hZm9
Taught two eubjeet field# * # * * « ,  *. )98 go *4
Taught ^ïToe eubjeet field# # * # * #  #* 2g6 16,1
Teu^t four eubjeot field# # # # * * * # # ,  91 6.g
Taught five eubjeot field# « • « « • « » • «  Z6 2,0
Teu^t eix eubjeot field# . # # # *  ,# 1 .
Total     , l.glA 100,0
fflCSS
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pxepcirB'tlon in two subject jTields n&y bo ouostloned in Tiov; 
of tiie fact that over one-fourth of hontana iiich school 
teachers actually teach in three or ciore fields, particularly 
since this one—fourth includes a relatively lar£;e proportion 
of beginning: teachers in sẑ iall schools {see Table XXV, pap.e 
132.)
Number of teachers toaciiinr In sinr.le subject fields
only, and the number of teacher a in each field that ts\xp:,ht
in each of the othor subject fields. Table II, pare 20,
indicates the frecuency with which other subject fields were
beinp: taught by teachers having their greatest preparation
in the subject field indicated in column Co lu in ”B”
gives the mimber cf such teachers* Column ”C** gives tho
numb or and per cent of these teachers who taught only in
that subject field. The frequency with which each of the
subject fields v;as taught by a teacher identified by the
subject field listed in column "A” is given in colui;m3 1
through 16. Jüaoh frequency is followed by the per cent of
the total indicated in column "B.” To illustrate, in the
fourth row of column "A,” English is the subject in vjiiich
the teacher had the best preparation of all the subjects
taught by him. Column gives the total of such teachers
as 249. or these, 120, or 43 per cent (column C), taught
nothing but Engrlish* Column 1 reveals that no rJiglish 
teacher taught agriculture; column 2 indicates that two
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l AOliC, XX
NÜISI2Î OF TEACHFRS IDEÎÎTITISD FJITH EACH SUBJECT FIELD IN ĤilCH THEY RAVE THE GREATEST 
PREPARATION, NUHBSR AND PER CENT TEACHING THAT SUBJECT FIELD ONLY, AND KUHBSR 
AÎÎD PER CSTT TEACHING THAT SUBJECT FIELD IN OOHBINATIOK WITH EACH OF THE 
________________________________OTHER SUBJECT F I E L D S ___________________
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B C 1 2 3 4 ,3... ~ T _ 7_ 8 9 10 11 12 13_ .14 . 15 16Agriculture 44 25 - - 1-2% 1-2% — 3-7% - 6-14% - 1-2% 6-14% 4-9% 1-2% 2-5%
Fine Arts 12 5
42^
•* — 2-17% 4-33% 1-3% — — — - - — - - 2-17% — i-ë%
Commercial
C
L5S 98 — — — 25-16% 10-7% 2-1% 3-2% 2-1% 6-4% 1-1% 6-4% 3-2% 3-2% 19-12?* — 3-2%
English 249 120
W
— 2-1% 29-12% Î7-15% 6-2% 5-2% 16-6% 12-5% L5̂ 6% 15-6% 22-9%
(1-%)
11-4% 14-6^ 5-2% >4-6%
History L75 35
15^
— 1-1% 16-10% 39-22% — i-1% Ï6-^ 10-6 Î 29-17^ 5-3^ 6-3% 17-10%
(9-5%)
9-5% 51-2^ 2:1% 59-34%
Home Economics 82 39
48%
— — 3-4% 12-15% 5-6% — 1-1% 1-1% 6-7^ 1-1% 1-1% 16-20%(2-2%)
3-4% 3-4% - 3-4%
Industrial Arts 65 44
68%
1-2% — — — 4—6% — — — 9-14% - 1-2% 4:6%
(2-3%)
1- ^ 9-14%* — 3-5%
Latin 22 5
45%
— 1-5% — 9-41% 3-14% 1-5% 1-^ - 5-23^ 2-9% 1-5% 3-14%
(1-5%)
2-9% i-5% — -
Kodem
Languages
32 10 — — 3-9% 7-22% 4-13% - — 7-22% 1-3% — 1-3% 1-3:̂
(1-3%)
1-3% 2 ^f - 3-9%
Kusic 90 57
63%
— 3-3% 9-10% 17-19% 5-6% — 2—2%̂ - 6-7% 4-4% — 2-2%
(1-1%)
2—2% 2-2% - 5-6%
Biological
Sciences 6?
17
25%
1-L^ 1-1^ 5-7% ll-l6% 8-12% 1-1% 5-7% — 23-3/̂ 3-4% 2-3% 18-27% ib-15%’ — 7-iô%
Physical
Sciences B5
12
14%
— 4-5% 4-5% 2-2% - 11-13% 1-1% ,54-40%“ — 7-8% 42-49%
(8-9)
— 12-14? — 2-2%
Physicai’
Education
56 32
57%
1-2% — 3-5% 6-~U^ 6-11% 2-4% 1-2% — 7-12% — — 12:#^
(6-n%)
4-7%“ — — 4-7%
Psychology 1 — — — — — - - 1-100% — — 1-100% - - - -
Social
Studies
59 8
13%
— — 7-12% 14-23% 18-31% 3-5% 4-7% 1-2% 15-25^ — 2-3% ^ 15%
( ^ )
5-8%“ 16-27% 4-7% —
. Total 1.314 1562 3 9 86 158 107 18 62 160 31 ___ r J M 86 162 11 .....
science and who could not be identified with either biological science or physical science. These figures are Included in 
numbers and per cents appearing outside the parenthesis.
Column "C" gives the number and oer cent of total number of teachers teaching subject field only.
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teachers (on© per cent calcule tec! to the nearest 
whole nuLiDer > taut;ht line arts. Twenty-nino (12 per cent) 
tau^:ht coimorcial (coluan 3) and. thirty-seven (13 per cent) 
tau^rht history (colujun 3 ) # The balance or tho row and the 
subject fields ai*e to be inter pro ted in tiio saxio manner.
In the bottom row ere the totals of each column. The 
total of column represents the number of teachers invest­
igated for this study. Tixe total of column gives the 
number of teachers who taught in one subject field only as 
362. Totals in colinnns 1 through 16 give the number of 
teachers v/ho taught in each subject field but v;ho had a 
greater preparation in some other subject field. Thus, 
there were eighty-six teachers who taU£iit commercial but who 
had a better preparation in some other subject field (bottom 
rov;, colu-an 3 ) « To find the number of teachers who taught 
in a certain subject field, regardless of preparation, it is 
merely necessary to add the total at the botto^a of the colum 
to the total given ror the saaio subject in coluimn .
A study of column reveals that 63 per cent of the 
industrial arts teachers taught nothing bun industrial arts. 
This subject field ranked highest among the sixteen subject 
fields no S t  often taught alone, wext in ranx were music and 
commercial, each taught by slxty-thre© per cent of the 
teachers identified with those subject fields. These were 
followed by agriculture and physical education, each taught
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alone by rifty-seven per cent. I;lnc,lisii and home economics 
were taught alone by forty-el(^;ht per cent; matheiiiatics by 
forty-rive percent and fine  ̂rts by forty-two per cent of 
the teachers associated with those respective subject fields. 
These figures indicate that teachers prepared to teach in 
practical subjects were less frequently called upon to teach 
in other fields as well. Social studies» history, and physi­
cal sciences were tho three subject fields tauc’lit alone the 
least frequently*
l.i£Oiy subject fields were not taught in any sort of 
combination with several of the other subjact fields. l̂p;ri- 
culture did not occur in combination with fine arts, 
coi-miercial, home economics, l»a.tiri, mod or n lanczuat^es, or 
psychology; modern laneuagos did not occur- \.dth agriculture, 
fine arts, industrial arts or x>syohologj''; corm:ieroial did not 
occur with agriculture or psychology. Psychology was not 
often taught in combination with oti^cr subjects mainly 
because it was offered to the students in only twelve schools. 
In only one case was psychology tauglit alone; in tliis 
instance, it was the only subject taught by a su x)or i nt end on t.
Teaching combinations* Table III, page 23, rardcs in 
descending order the five subject fields that v;ere taught 
most often in combination v/lth each specific subject field* 
The data used In this table v/ero taken from Table II,
n#id with 
which tMChcr 
is identified
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T:^C"ING COm»DI*TIOIC AS THST lUHKfJ? IN MJHTANA MQH 3CH00W.
-  P v  Qm% t#»«hW  In >ddltlon*l rtnkxl In (totowdlng ordw__
rint Second Third Fourth F ifth
A B
Agriculture 57%
Fine Arts w
Commercial 63
English UB
History | u
Home Economics 43
Industrial 63
Arts 1
Latin ;23
Mathematics ;45
# d " m 131!
Xusic |63
Biological 1
Sciences |25
Physical 1
Science : ̂^sical '
Education ;57
Social 1
Studies '13
I— I—
Biolof-ioal Sciences and 
Kithenstics eeoh 
Aî lish
Ai&lish
History
16
15
U1
Commercial and
Musical Kduc 
12
CoBseroial
Social I Physical
Studies I 54 Sduc 
Biological I 
Sciences | 20 Bnglish 
Mathematics and Physical 
Education each 
English I 41 I Kathsmatics
Biological and Physical 
Scisncss each 
Snilish and Latin each
English
Kathemtics
Biological
Science
Biological
Sciences
History
19
34
49
21
31
Commercial
Physical
Science
Mathematics
Mathematics
12
29
15
14
23
19
22
10
27
40
12
Physical , 
Education |27
Physical Industrial
Science 9% Arts 7% Social Studies 5%
History and
Lon each 17 Social Studies each 8
History Mathematics and
7 Music each 4
Biological Latin, Music and Modem
Sciences 9 Languages each 6
English 22 Mathematics 17 Commercial 10
Coom., P. E.,
Mathematics 7 History 6 Phy. Sci. 4
History and Biological Social
Sciences 6 Studies 5 !
History and Biological Mod. Lang. 1
Sciences 14 Phy. Sci. 9
Physical Industrial English 7 I
Education 17 Arts 8 t
History 13 Coesaercial and Social Studies
each 9 I
Mathematics 7 History and Social Studies each 6 11
English 16 Physical History 12 j
Echication 15 11
Physical 14 Industrial Music 8 1
Education Artd 13 1(
English and PhysicalHistory each 11 Science 7 i
Mathematics 25
1
1
1
English 23 Biological Sc. «
pCLt̂ .e 20, and rearranged so that the reader ra.y readily deter- 
nine vhiicli subjects were most often tought in coiAination 
with any certain subject field* Coluinn "A” gives the subject 
field in which the teacher had the uost %)repLjration* Uoluioa 
"h" i;ives the per cent of the total number of the teachers 
v;lio taught only tlie subject field listed in coluini ’̂A*” 
Coluriins 1, 2, 3> 4# and 5 give, in descending order of fre­
quency, the subject fields nost frequently taught in combina­
tion with the sub j oct field na-iod in column To illus­
trate, history was taught alone by 14 par cent of the 
teachers (column *13'* ). Social studies (os listed on page 12} 
wero taught in combination with history 34 percent of the 
time. It ranked as the subject field most frequently taught 
in combination with history (columm IJ* Ihiysioal education 
ranked as the subject field next most frequently taught in 
combination with history* It was taught by 29 percent of 
the history teachers (ooluim 2)* hiiglisii ranked third v/ith 
22 per cent of the history teachers toachinq Anglish (col- 
ui:m 3} # Hath erratics vas fourth with 17 par cent (colann 4), 
and cOiX;iorcial was fifth with 10 per cent of the i^^istory 
teachers teaching coairiorcial in addition to history (coliumi 
The prospective teacher rnajoring in history would 
probably do well to have a minor in at least one of these 
subject fields, especially in one of the first two which
-25*
ranked as bein^* most freciuently taught In combination v/itii 
history.
This table also indicates that Bnc.lish was the subject 
field most frequently tau^hit in combination with ono-thlrd 
of the roioainiiic fifteen subject fields. These fields were 
fine arts, commercial, Latin, modern lan^^uaaes, and music. 
Biological science was most frequently taurht with four of 
the reaiainlnc subject fields, namely, home economics, mathe­
matics, physical science, and physical education.
CHAPTKR IV
Al: Aî^iiLYSIS OF SACK SPIÎCIFIC SUBJJQCT FIELD, IKCLUDILG 
TEACHim PREPARATION, TEACiaKG LOADS, AND FRD^^UEDGY 
DISTRIBUTION ID THE YiUtlOUS SIZED SCHOOLS
Frequency Distribution of the Number of Teachers Teaching!: In 
Each Subject Field and of their Preparation.
Only the salient Tacts concerning Tarions subject 
fields are brou^iit out in this chapter vAiich is essentially 
one of tables* Conclusions and c otiiparisons are to be found 
in Chapter V.
Distribution of the number of teachers in each sub­
ject field in various sized schools # The reader will be 
assisted in following the discussion of each of the subject 
fields if he knows the total number of teachers who tauf^ht in 
each subject field irrespective of traininr in that field, 
and how they were distributed enonq the various sized school 
groups. The writer subiîxits Table IV, page 27, with this 
purpose in mind. The fact that only forty-seven teachers 
taught in the field or a^irlculture, twenty-one teachers in 
fine arts, and only twelve teachers in psychology warrants 
caution in the interpretation of the percentages based on 
these nuiTibers* oevexal subject fields are most comaonly 
taught in the large schools. For example, there were sixty
-26-
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TABLE nr
FHEQUElXtY DISTHIBUTIOIiB OF THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS 
IN EACH SUBJECT FIELD IN THE VARIOUS 
SIZED HIGH SCHOOLS IN MONTANA
Total Number of Teachere in
Nunber ____  In aehooXa with enrollments of
Teacher# -1-25. 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
Commercial 241 20 55 57 65 44
English 407 51 68 79 114 119
History 262 19 51 71 79 65
Home Economic# 99 5 10 26 57 25
Industrial Art# 128 7 21 26 55 42
Latin 65 2 7 10 24 20
Mathemstic# 260 25 52 67 65 59
Modern Language# 65 1 6 15 22 21
Music 156 5 24 27 50 52
Biological Science 229 20 49 57 69 56
Physical Science 172 10 28 50 55 29
Physical Education 217 19 45 55 56 46
Social Studies 172 15 27 59 52 59
Agriculture 47 2 5 12 21 9
Fine Arts 21 1 0 5 6 11
Psychology 12 0 1 4 2 5
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teachers who taught in the field of home economics in the 
large schools (of more than one hundred students), but only 
thirteen teachers taught in that field in the small schools 
(of fifty students or less).
Mm fiber of teachers teaching:, a sub.lect field alona or 
in combination with one or nore subject fields « Tab 1 e V , 
page 29f reveals an interesting picture of tiie general pre­
paration of teachers in some of tiie subject fields in which 
they were teaching. In the second column are the numbers of 
teachers who taught only in the subject field named in the 
first column. In the third column are the numbers of 
teachers who taught in a subject field listed in the first 
column and who had a greater amount of preparation in that 
field than in any other field in which they were teaching.
In the fourth eolman are the numbers of teachers who taugjit 
in a subject field but who had a better preparation in some 
other field in which they were teaching;.
The distinction between a teacher identified with a 
subject field (as hnglish teachers, history teachers, etc.) 
end a teacher v;ho merely taught in a subject field must be 
constantly kept in mind throw hout this analysis of teacher 
preparation and load. As explained earlier {page 13) a 
teacher was identified with the subject field in vvhich he 
had the most preparation, provided lie v/as teaching at least
-29-
TABIÆ T
BWm&R OP TEACHERS TEACHZSO A SUBJECT PIELD ALONE, NUt-SER OF TEACHERS 
TEACHING A SUBJECT FIELD IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER SUBJECT FIELDS 
WHEN BEST PREPARED IN THAT SUBJECT FIELD, AND THE NUM^a OF 
TEACHERS CACHING A SUBJECT FIELD IN COMBINATION WITH 
OTHER SUBJECT FIELDS BUT WITH A BETTER PREPARA­
TION IN ANOTHER FIELD
Subject Subjectonly
Best prepar­ation in sub­
ject field
Better pre­
pared in an­
other sub* 
field
Total
Oommerelal 96 57 86 241
English 120 129 156 407
History 55 140 107 282
Horns Economies 59 45 17 99
Industrial Arts 44 21 65 128
Latin 5 17 4l «5
Mathematics 55 65 160 280
Modern Languages 10 22 51 85
Music 57 55 46 1)6
Biological Sciences 17 50 162 229
Physical Sciences 12 75 87 172
Physical Education 51 24 162 217
Social Studies 8 51 115 172
Agriculture 25 19 5 47
Pine Arts 5 7 9 21
Psychology 0 1 11 12
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on© class in that field. Thus, the numbers of teachers 
listed in the second and third coloions of Table V, page 29 
would be identified with the subject field named in column 
one, but those teacnexa listea in the fourth column would be 
identifiod with some other subject field in which tney had 
the better preparation and in wnlcii they være teaching.
This table reveals that the majority of the teachers 
who taught in the following subject fields had a better pre­
paration ill soiao Other subject field in which t hey være 
teaching: Latin, m&.thematiC3, biological sciences, physical
sciences, physica1 education, psychology, end social studies.
Subject fields and use of tables. The discussion of 
eacu subject field is accompaniod. by a set of four tables. 
Lach table presents a series of frequency distributions show­
ing the aiûounts of preparation and numbers of fields tauf:;ht 
by teachers identified with the specific subject field in 
question, with breahdov;n by the size of the schools. The 
first table (Taüle -a) for each subject field deals with ell 
teachers who taught in the subject field under discussion.
The other three tables of each set are breakdowns of the
first table. Tnus, the second table (Table -b) of each set
deals with those teachers 'dxo taught in that on© subject
field only; the third table (Table -c) with the teachers
vdio taught in several subject fields but who had their great-
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est preparation in the field under discussion; and the last 
tael8 (Table *dj includes those teachers who taught in 
several fields, including the one in question, but who had 
greater amount of preparation in another subject field which 
they were teaching*
Rather than lead the reader t hrough an abstract ex­
planation of the interpretation of each of the tables, the 
writer believes it more feasible to Lirhce the explanation 
specific by discussing;; the first table dealing with the 
commercial field (Table Vl-a)* By doing so, the first table 
and the otner three tables for each subject field become 
self-explanatory*
Commercial * Contained in Table VX-a, page 36, is a 
frequency distribution of the number of fields taught by 241 
teachers who taught in the commercial field, with breakdown 
by the amounts of preparation in the commorcial field and by 
the size of the schools in which the teachers were located. 
This frequency table is contained in column 3 above the 
double line* The balance of the table breaks down these data. 
In reading the first line in the first horizontal section of 
the table, the reader finds that there were ninety-ei^lit 
teachers, or 41 per cent (calculated to the nearest wnole 
per cent) of the total (colu;ui 3), who taught in only one 
field, i.e., only in cormmorcial (colû .iH 2)* uf those, two 
were in schools 'w/ith one to twenty-fivo students (coluLm 4);
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soven in schools with twenty-six to fifty students Ccoluiïin 5> , 
and so forth* The rest of the table is to be read In a siiui- 
lar fashion, the parts of the table below the double line 
indieatinf the sane type of inforuation for eacn of the sub­
groups êesirnatinp certain a-nouiits of proptiration in the 
CQjQajiaroial field.
I’our significant facts are rovoaled in Table VI-a 
concerning teachers, oheir training:, and loads in the field 
of comiorcial:
1* ;iliile the co..aiorcial field is ordinarily thou(cht of 
as a iiiglily specialized field, a significant number of 
teachers with little college trcoining in the couinercial field 
were teacning. con.aiorcial subjects* Over one-fourth (29 per 
cent to nearest whole per cent) had less than twenty quarter 
credits in the eojTxaercial field* It is possible that many of 
these teacnors roay have had business college training or 
experience in the business world. On the other hand, it is 
encoui'ur ing- to note that one-half of all the teachers v; ho 
taught in commercial subjects were laiovn to have thirty or 
more créaits In commercial field; 37 per cont had more than 
forty-four credits in the coLiacrclLl field.
2* As would be expected, teachers v/ith little training 
in the cormaercial field tended to be in the small schools 
and those with greater training tended to be In the larger
-33-
sciiools# Of all thg teachers i-uiav/n to have only one to nine­
teen quarter credits in the coümercial field, $5 per cent v/ere
in the srull schools with fifty or less students (coluiuns 4
and second horizontal section)* Oril̂ ' 25 per c ent were in
the 1er re schools with nore than one hundred students (colunns 
7 and 8 ). On the other hand, only 19 per cent of the teachers 
with forty"five or nore quarter credits in the connercial 
field wcro in schools with less than fifty students and 55 
per cent vjoro in schools with rriore than one hundreel students 
(hotton section),
3. A sizeable proportion of the teachers who tauc;ht in 
the corjraorcial field taught In that field only, yet a signi­
ficant nu'aber were assigned classes in nu:.ierou3 additional 
fields. Of the 241 t e a c h w h o  tauqht coimaercial subjects, 
40.8 per cent tau-;ht in the coi^nnercial field only (line one 
of the first horizontal oGction, colunn 3 ) # Over one-fourth 
(29 per cent) of all the teachers who taught in the 
conr-ercial field v;ere teaching in three or more subject fields 
(same colucin, lines 3» 4, 5 and 6). It was further noted by 
the writer during the conpilstion of the tables that laany of 
the teachers taught more than one subject in a given subject 
field.
4, There was a tendency for the teachers in the smaller 
schools to teach in a wider range of subject fielus than did 
their colleagues in the larger schools. Of the seventy-five
- 3 4 -
teachers in the small schools ’with fifty or less students,
33 por cent {forty-one teacher J taught in tiiree or more sub­
ject fields* In the larger schools with more than one 
hundred students only 11 per cent of the teachers (twelve of 
1U3) taught in three or more subject f ields•
Table VI-d, page 39, indicates that teachers v; ho 
taught in the commercial field, but had a better preparation 
in another field, tended to have little preparation in the 
coiuinercial field* Over sixty per cent of such teach or a were 
known to have only one to nineteen quarter creaits in the
commercial field* Less than 3 per cent were known to have
over forty-four credits in commercial *
These data, vniile signifieana in themselves, become
more meaning Pul comparisons are made with other subject
fields, in Tables ICXll, page 126, Xjail, page 126, and XXIV, 
page 130.
The percentage of teacnerswho taught com.wrclal sub­
jects, and had thirty or nore credits of pre^juratiozi in the 
commercial field, coraivres favorably witii the ere ont age of 
teachers who had an équivalent amount of preparation in the 
majority of the remaining, fifteen subject fielus. By com- 
par in/ si:_.il&r data in the tables for each of the other 
subject fields one finds that tne percentage of the teachers 
who had thirty or more cz"edits of preparation in eight of tho 
other subject fields did not vary nyor© than ten per cent
- 3 3 -
ebovQ or below the 30*6 per cent of the correGrclal teachers 
who had thirty or ir.oxo credits of preparation in the coin- 
luercial field. These fields v/ere Latin, matheioatics, modern 
lan-uacas, biological science, physical science, social 
studios, fine arts, and psychology. The last t //o fields had 
very few teachers so flyurcs quoted should be interpreted 
with ce uti on. P. yrevter pure en tape of the teachers in the 
subject fields of Lii^lish, history, homo economics, :iU3ic, 
and agriculture had thirty or more credits of preparation in 
tîioso respective fields than did teachers In the subjects 
named above.
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table Vl-a
PREdXJEKîT DISTRIBUTION OP ÎÎUÎ®EH OP FIELDS TAUGHT BY 241 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT COMMERCIAL FIELD WITH ffiïEAEDOWN BY AZ^UHTS OP PREPARATION 
IN COMMERCIAL PIELD AND BY THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit# In
No# of
field# Total
Number of teachdr#
in echoole with enrollments of
commercial taught No* jt _ 1-25.._ 2<S-5P 51-100 101-250 over 2501 2 5 ___5 6 7 81 90-to*7Sf 2 7 15 55 99Total number 2 72-29.9 5 22 24 19 4teacher# ir­ 9 40-16.6 4 19 15 9 1respective of 4 21- 6.7 4 10 5 2preparation 5 9- 5.7 6 96 1— — *4 1
Total 25T-100 20 59 .n.... m1 10- 2 1 2 92 22 1 9 7 9I-I9 cre­ ? 21 2 9 6 4dits of 4 9 1 7 1prepara­ 9 6 9 9tion 6 1 1
Total 39^28*6 iT Î2 - "?1 11 1 1 9 4
20-29 cre­ 2 16 1 9 6 2 2dits of pre­ 9 4 2 2paration 4 9 1 2
Total 9 3%Ll4.1 ÎI "7
1 19 1 7 750—44 cre­ 2 12 9 7dits of 9 4 9 1preparation 4 2 2
9
55-19 .7 _ — 7 T ?
1 99 2 5 9 20 21
45 or more 2 19 9 9 9 2credits of 9 8 1 2 4 1preparation 4 9 1 9 1
Total
2
89-56.9 Î1 , 2? -  -
Number of 
credits of preparation 
not given 
Total
1
2
I
9
7
5
521
13L6.6
1
1
I
4
2
1
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TABLB TZ-b
rREQUENCT DISTRIBUTION OF M S  AM3UKT OF PREPARATION IH THE COJsMEHCIAL 
FIELD OF NIHETI-EIGHT TEACHERS IH MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT 
IN COMMRCIAL FIELD WIM BREAKDOWN ET SIZE OF SCHOOL IN WHICH
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Number of teachers
Credits In TOTAL in schools with enrollments of
commercial No# * 1-29 26-50 51-100 101-250 over
250
1 2 ? 4 5 6 7
1&19credits of 
preparation
10 10.2* 2 1 2 5
20-29credits of 
preparation
11 11 .2 1 1 ? 4
JO-M 
credits of
preparation 15
19.3 1 7 7
A5 or more 
credits of 
preparation 55
96.1 2 5 9 20 21
Hvsaber of credits 
of preparation 
not eiven 7 7 .1
4 1 a
Total 96 100^ 2 7 15 55 59
**^3
TABLE VI-c
FREqUENO? DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BT FIPTT-SEVEK  
TEACHERS WITH GREATEST T R A IN im  IN  COMMERCIAL FIELD BUT TEACHING 
IN  ADDITIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BX AMOUNTS OF PREPARA­
TION IN  COMMERCIAL FIELD AND BX THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL 
IN  WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
C re d its  in
No* of 
field#
Number o f  te a c h e r*
T o ta l in  s c h o o l* w ith  e n ro llm e n ts  o f
commercial taught No. 1*25 26:90 91-100 101-290 over
250
1 2 9 4-^ 9 6 ..7.. _ 8
2 98 66 »7# 1 19 11 11 2All 5 19 22 .8 1 9 6 94 9 8*8 1 2 a
9 1 1 .8 1Total 97 100,0 y m 19 1? Ta 9 2 1 21*19 9 2 1 1credits of 4
preparation 5Total T 2,9 -.T ..
2 8 1 4 2 1
20*29 5 1 1credits of 4 1 1
preparation 9Total 10 1 4 ? T
2 7 4 ?
9 9 9credits of 4
preparation 9Total ÎÔ 1 7 .9 ? ?
2 16 9 8 9 2A5 or more 9 7 1 2 4credits of 4 4 1 2 1
preparation 9 1 1
90 9 2 ,6 9 7 19 9 2
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table 7I-d
rREQUEBCT DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BX EIOHTI-SIX 
TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT IH COMMERCIAL FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING 
IH ANOTHER SUBJECT FIELD, WITH BREAKDOWI: BY AMOUNTS OF PREPAR* 
ATIOH IH COMMERCIAL FIELD AND BX THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS 
IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credits In No* of Number of teachers
comDserolaX fields Total in schools with enrollments oftaught No* -- ÿ . 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250a 5 4 5 __ 6̂ 7 6 9
2 54 59*5^ 2 9 15 8 2
5 27 31*4 5 10 7 6 1All 4 16 18.6 3 8 9 a
5 6 9*5 9 5
6 1 1.2 1
Total ëë 100.0 iT 5o 23 1? ... 5..
2 17 1 7 6 31-19 5 19 2 8 9 4credits of 4 9 1 7 1preparation 5 6 5 5
6 1Total 60*5 ? 25 IT 5*a 8 1 4 1 a
ao-29 ? 5 a 1credits of 4 2 1 1
preparation 5Total , 1? 15fl 1 5 ? 1 2a 5 1 450-44 5 1 1credits of 4 2 a
preparation 5Total E _ 9ĵ _ T 2 1
45 or more 2 1 1credits of 5 1 1preparation 4 1 1
5 1 1
Total y  ̂ 4.7 1 T T TNumber of 2 3 1 2credits of ? 5 1 1 1preparation 4 2 1 1
not given 5 1 1Total 9 1 0 .5 5* 5 a
English. Tables VTI-a tiixou{;;ii Vll-d deal vvitli llnglisii 
teachers In identically tiie sanie manner as do the Tour pre­
vious tables with commercial teachers.
As might be expected, more teachers (40?) taught in 
the field of llnglish than in any other subject field (Table 
Vll-a, page 43)*
Less than one-third (29 per c ent) taught in the field 
of English only; over one-third (33 per cent) tau^;ht in the 
field of English and one additional subject field; another 
one-third (35 per cent) taucHt in the English field and two 
or more additional fields*
The tendency for teachers in the small schools to 
teach in a variety of subject fields was unusually evident 
in the caso of English teachers. In tho large schools only 
17 per cent of the teachers who taugnt in the j&ngllsh field 
taught in two additional fields* In the small schools more 
than four times as large a proportion (?2 per cent) of the 
teachers were called upon to teach in the English field and 
two or more additional fields.
T%vo-thirds of all tho teachers who t aught in the Eng­
lish field had thirty or raore credits of pro pur-at ion in 
English* AS a measure of preparation, this statement may 
D0 somewhat misleading because, in almost all cases, about 
one-third of this training (i.e*, >-lû credits)is reciuired
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rroshiuan imglisii v.iiich it is not reasonable to consider as 
special preparation in iîn^.lish. Furtlieriaore the field of 
Engl i si I is so broad (includ Ing literatui'e» t;:ra;aaar, speech, 
dra.na, journalisia) that the tnirty credits ordinarily pro­
vides little laore than introductory work in several phases 
of the field or, ?mat niay be worse, may fail to include raore 
than one of these phases.
There v.-ere t\jelve full-time librarians, all in t he 
larger schools (Tabla VII-b, page 44). They are identifiée 
by the numbers in parentheses in column 7. This table also 
reveals that of the 129 teachers who had the best preparation 
in English and who taught one or r:ore additional subject 
fields, 59 per cent taught in two fields, and 31 per cent in 
tiiree fields. Over five per cent taught in four fields while 
another five per cent taught in five fields.
Tho next table. Table VII-o, page 45, discloses that 
there were 153 teachers in wont ana hî .ii schools who taught 
English but had a bettor preparation in some other* field. Of 
these, 42 per cent tautrht in two subject fields; 34 per cent, 
in three fields; 13 per cent in foui' fields, and five per 
cent in five fields. One teacher taught in six fields.
There were 17 per cent wno had less than twenty quarter hours 
in English; 34 per cent who had from tw’cnfcy to tv.-enty-nine 
quarter hours. Thus, one-ha If of the teachers who taught in 
the English field but had a better préparation in some other
—2̂ 2 —
field had less than thirty queue ter hours of preparation in 
tho English field.
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TABLE 711-*
FREQUEKOY DISTRIBUTION OF fnjrr©ER CF FIELDS TAÜGKT BT ^ 7  TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN  ENGLISH FIELD WITH BREAKDOW BY AMOUNTS OP PREPARATION 
IN  ENGLISH FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN  WHICH THE
TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No* o f Number of teachers
C re d it#  in f ie ld # T o ta l in schools w ith  e n ro llm e n ts  o f
E n e lie h ta iv^h t No. ^ i - 2 5  26 -5 0 51 -10 0  101-250 over 250
1 2 ___  5 . - 6 7  é
T o ta l m m - 2 
h e r te a c h e r#  5  
Ir re s p o o tiv e  4  
o f  p ré p a ra - 5 
t io n  6
T o ta l
14^ 94 
55 
14 
1
55»!23*18.65.4
0.2
?07 1 0 0 .0
2
118
91
21
24
13
9
m
35277
12.
44
296
m
41
91
M
1-19
c re d it#  o f  
p re p a ra tio n  
T o ta l
12
I
5
71214
9
3? 8.8
9a
..............9 ..........
92
5
1
9
?
1441
ÏÔ
4
ÎÔ1 7 , . e , .  ^ 520-29 2 95 1 6 11 9 6
c re d its  o f 9 24 2 4 8 8 a
p re p a ra tio n 4 14 a 6 9 9
T o ta l
9 452 20.1 87 é 22 23T ÎT
1 20 1 9 3 11
5 0 *4 4 a 4 6 9 14 16 11
c re d it#  o f 9 22 3 3 6 10
p re p a ra tio n 4 9 a 4 2 1
9 6 4 a6 *_ 1 1 'i»».
T o ta l ÎO ÏÏ 2 5 .6 Î 0 15 27 . 221 80 9 29 46
45 4r more 2 44 1 6 9 13 19
credit# of 5 28 9 12 7 9 1preparation 4 7 a 2 1 1 1
V
Total 9 4w 40.0 é 22 w1 é 2 4
Humher of cre^a 8 1 2 9dit# of pre­ 5 6 9 1 2paration not 4 a 1 1
given 9 22 -  5 2 ?
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TABLE Vll-b
FREQUE1«3T DISTRIBUTION OP THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN THE ENGLISH FIELD 
OF 120 TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN ENGLISH PIELD 
ONLT, WITH BREAKDOWN BY SIZE OF SCHOOL IK WHICH THE TEACHERS
WERE LOCATED
Number of teacher#Credits in Total - - ̂  in school# with enrollments ofEnglish No* n i-25 2&.5O 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 - 3___ 4 5 6 i
1-19credits 7 5.8* 1 <f(5)
20-29credits 7 5.8 k 5 (1)
50-44
credits 20 16.6 1 5 5 11 (1)
45 or more 
credit# 60 66.6 4 5 25 45 (2)
Number of 
credit# 
not given
6 5 .0 a (1) A (A)
Total 120 100.0 5 10 55 (1) 70 (11)
* Include# 12 (10^) full time Librarian#» all in acbool# with enrollment# 
exceeding 100 student#• They are indicated by number# in bracket# and are 
included in number# beside which they are found#
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TABLE VII-c
rREQÜEBOX DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OP PIELDS TAUGHT BT 129 TEACHERS WITH 
GREATEST TRAINING IN ENGLISH FIELD BUT TEACHING IN ADDITIONAL FIELDS, 
WITH BREAKDOWN BT AM3UNTS OP PREPARATION IN ENGLISH PIELD AND BT 
THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATES
Credits in 
English
Ko# of 
fields 
tau^t
Number of teachers " . .
Total in schools with enrollments of
No 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 25>
I 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9
2 2 10 20 24 20
All 5 40 51 .0 7 14 7 10 24 7 4.5 1 5 2 1
5 6 4.7 4 2Total Î2? iob.o PT 29 29 PT 25 .
2 1 1
1-19 5 1 1credits 4
5Total 2 1 .6 2
2 15 1 5 5 220-29 5 1 1 1 5 1credits 4
5 17*1Total 15 2 ? ? ___ 5_____ 5
2 24 2 9 10 5
50-ÿA 7 5 2 2crédite 4 2 1 1
Total 5 29.5 Î i 10 12
2 1 4 6 12 134g or more 5 25 5 10 6 5 1credits 4 5 1 2 1 15 1 1Total 51*9 ? T? 15 17 15
TABLE yil-d
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BT I58 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN ENGLISH FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN ANOTHER SUBJECT 
FIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION IN ENGLISH FIELD 
AND BT THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS IK WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE
LOCATED
Credits In 
English
No* 6f 
fields 
taught
Mîmbér of teachersTotal in schools with enrollments of
No. Ï-2 5 26^50 51.100 101.250 over 250
X 2 3 4 5 6 _  7 8 9
2 ~VzA% 11 15 20 21
5 54 54*2 4 10 20 19 1All 4 28 17.7 7 10 5 6
5 8 5*1 5 5
6 1  ̂6 1
15Ô 100*0 17 37 Ï0 45 22
2 11 2 1 4 4
1~19 5 1) 5 X 5 4credits 4e 5 2 \ 1
Total 5 27 17,1 ........5 . Î „ 7 9 7
2 18 5 6 7 220-29 17 1 5 7 5 Icredits 4 14 2 6 3 3
5 4 2 ZTôtsl 5 5 ,5 ________5 x7 17 13 _ - 1—5 22 5 5 6
50 .44 5 1? 1 6 8credits 4 7 2 3 1 1
5 1 1&" 1 1
Total VS 29.1 nr 7 Ï2 Ï 5 ________________ 7
2 & 2 3 1 2
45 or more 5 5 2 1credits h 2 1 1
Total 5 if 10.1 2. 5 .....
1
........5 _ _ _ 7 2 2
2 8 1 2 9No* of 5 6 5 1 2credits * 2 1 1
not given 9 17 10.1 5 2 7 9
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History* Only a small percontace or tho teachers 
taught in the hi at or y field (as defined cn page 11 j taught jn 
that field alone, ivhllo tho majority of the _ t..tv.ht In 
tiiree or more subject fields* Only 13 par cent tought in the 
history field alono (Table Ylll-a, yago 47}. Over one-half 
(35 per cent) taught in the history field :id tv.o or . lor e 
additional subject fields. I.any of these teach arc v/cre 
teaching in the related field of social studies (..s defined 
on page 12 ) *
A large proportion of tha tooichers v:}io taught in the 
history field in tho lures schools tcu^_ht in t v,o or nore 
additional subject fields, but a rmuch gre.-.tcr proportion of 
the teachers who taught in th history fluid in tha s m l l  
schools taugl.t in two or noro udditioiial fields. In the 
large schools, 49 per cent of the tcachai'e who tcup ht in the 
history field ta up ht in t\;o or nor a additional subject 
fields, in the small schools, 73 per cent of the teachers 
v;ho taup:ht in the history field taught two or nor a adaitional 
subject fields.
Two-thirds (64 per contj of the teachers \-Jho tau^pht 
in the history field, and whose preparation in the history 
field was known, hzd thirty or aiore credits of pr apparat ion 
in the field of history.
TABLE Till-*
FRECIUEMCT DISTRIBUTION OF WOJ©ER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BÏ 282 TEA CHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN HISTORY FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION IN 
HISTORY FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACH­
ERS WERE LOCATED
Credit# In 
piotory____
No. of 
field# 
taught
Number of teacher#Total in echools with enrollment# ofHo. - 1-25 i^5Q 51-100 101-250 over 2501 2 9 4 9 ____ 6 7 81 99 12.5# 9 6 —  airTotal number 2 93 99.0 12 19 90 90teacher# 5 87 90.9 7 16 28 29 7irrespeotlve 4 50 17.7 9 16 19 10 2of prepara­ 5 16 9.7 8 7 1tion € 1 0*4 1Total 2Ô2 106.0 19 91 71 iS1 3 1 22 4 1 1 1 1
1-19 5 7 2 2 1 2credit# 4 7 1 4 2
5 4 4Total 25 8.9 .. 9 , 11 2T y 9 .1 4 1 1 2
2 19 1 4 8 6
20-29 5 oa—X*' 2 9 6 10 2credit# 4 15 1 9 9 4
5 9 9 26 1 iTotal ,37 25 .8 _ 7 _ 11 1? 25 101 9 2 1 2
2 54 4 4 9 17$0-44 3 24 1 4 9 9 1credit# 4 12 1 2 7 1 1
5 4 1 1 1Total 78 27.7 9 11 22 21 21
1 29 2 9 182 94 6 9 12 7
45 or more 5 28 2 9 11 7 9credit# 4 16 7 9 9 1
9 & 2Total 10$, 15 25 29____1
a a 1 1
Number of ? 9 1 1 1
credit# not 4 2 2
given 9 2 & aweTotal __2- 9.2 2 T 1 2
J -
TABLE rill-b
FBKQUENOÏ DISTRIBUTION OF THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IK THE HISTORY FIELD 
OP THIRTY-FIVE TEACHERS IK iCKTAKA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN HISTORY 
FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY SIZE OF SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHTJRS
WERE LOCATED
Number of teachersCredits In Total ,. In schools vlth enrollments ofHistory No ft Ï-2 5 2&.30 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 . . 5„, 4 5 6 7
1-19credits 3 8.# I 2
20-29credits 4 11.4 1 1 2
50-44
credits 5 14.3 2 1 2
45 or more 
credits 23 6 3 .6 2 5 18
Total 59 100 ? 6 24
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lABLE TllZ-e
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BY l40 TEACHERS WITH 
GREATEST TRAINING IN HISTORY FIELD BUT TEACHINO IN ADDITIONAL FIELDS, 
WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION IN HISTORY FIELD AND BY 
THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Ho# of ■ I ■
Crédité in fields Total Number of teachers
History taught No# * in schools with enrollments of
1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
Ï 2 ? 5 7 8 _ 9 _2 31 SoiT 10 11 19 17All 3 48 54 .9 5 9 16 17 54 50 21.4 12 11 6 1
Total 5 ÎÎO , ?•« 100.0
1
52 ............ w 2T2 I 1
1-19 3 1 1orediite 4 2 2
5Total X 2 ,9  _ F
2 7 1 1 5 2
20-29 3 6 1 1 4credits 4 6 2 5 1
3 1Total 1? , 19.6 ? - S’ 22 16 2 1 3 1050-44 3 16 1 2 6 6 1credits 4 6 1 3
Total 3 4 5 0 ,7 12 & H
1
12 _ _ U
2 51 9 11 6
45 or more 3 29 2 5 9 11 6credits 4 16 7 5 5 1
Total
ggi'i-T.,;,' .
5
7I 99.0 1 21 25 T
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TABLE Tlll-d
PREQUENCT DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OP PIELD6 TAUGHT BT 10? TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN BISTORT PIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN ANOTHER SUBJECT 
PIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OP PREPARATION IN BISTORT PIELD 
AND BT THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE
LOCATED
HC. of Total ____ Humber of teachers
Credits in fields Ho. in schools with enrollments of
History taught 1-29 26.50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 5 4 5 8 ... .9
2 56 33*3# 2 è 11 15
5 39 36 .9 4 7 12 12 4All 4 20 18 .7 3 4 8 4 1
5 11 10 .5 5 6
6 1 .8 1
Total Ï07 100.0 13 r9 27 _ _ 20
2 3 1 1 11*19 ? 6 a 1 1 2credits 4 ? 1 2 2
? 4 4Total iff 16.8 F ____ ff 3 _ I
2 12 5 9 420*29 5 19 2 4 9 6 2credits 4 7 I 1 2 3
5 9 5 2
Total
6 4l,l i T 10 Iff ffa 1<( 2 3 ' 4 7;o-44 5 8 2 3 3credits 4 6 1 1 2 1
Totil 5
30 2 8 .0 Î ff ff ffa 3 1 aA5 or more 3 3 2 1credits 4
Total 9 ff __9.̂ ... 2 r 32 3 1 1 1Ho. of 3 2 1 1credits 4 2 2not given 9 2 2Total
mmsssssssssaaBBsssaas
9 8.4 a ff r 2
Home iiIcononic3« Tiie proportion of t each or 3 v/ho 
tau£’Jit hOiHe econo riles and liad thirty or more credits of pre­
paration in that field ranked very high vdien compared to the 
proportion of teachers in other fields w1th the same amount 
of preparation. Only in the field of agriculture did the 
proportion of the toachora v; ith thirty or xiore credits exceed 
that of the home économies field. Of all the teachers ho 
taught homo economics, and whose training was knov.n, 83 per 
cent had thirty or more credits in the homo economics field 
(Table IZ-a, page 34) • In the field of agriculture 91 per 
cent of the teachers were Imov/n to have thirty or more 
credits of preparation in that field (Table XlX-a, page 116J,
The Sioitli-iiughes requirement that only highly trained 
teachers teach in these fields of home economics and agri­
culture probably was the leading factor which caused such u 
high percentage of the teachers in these fields to have 
thirty or more credits of preparation in their respective 
fields* (The Siaith-Hughes program requires schools to hire 
only highly trained teachers to teach in these fields If the 
schools which offer these courses expect to get Smith-Ihughes 
aid ) *
Of the home econoziiics teachers (that is, teachers who 
taught in home economics field only, or those had the
best preparation in homo economics field of all the subject 
fields in which they were teaching) 91 per cent had thirty
-53“
or rioxe credits of préparation in the field of hone 
economics (Tables IX-^b, page 55 and IX-c, page 56). On the 
other hand, of the teachers Vvho taurlxt home economics but 
v/ho had a better preparation in another subject field in 
which they were teaching, only one teacher in every twelve 
(3 per cent) had thirty or nore credits in the home economics 
field.
Teachers who taught home economics were not as often 
called on to teach in more than two fields as were teachers 
in any other field with the exception of the field of Cscri- 
culture* Of every five teachers who t&ught in the home 
economics field only one teacher (21 percent) was called on 
to teach in two or more additional subject fields, two taugirfc 
one additional subject field, and two teachers taught only in 
the field of home economics.
The fact that teachers who taught in the horns 
economics field were not as ofton required to teach in two 
or more additional subject fields was due partly to the fact 
that a relc,tively small number of small sc Pools offered home 
economics courses. Only thirteen teachers in the seventy 
small schools of tho state ttumht home econo.lics courses.
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TABLE IX-a
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BY KIKETÏ-NINE TEACHERS 
WHO TAUGHT IN HOME ECONOMICS FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OF PRE­
PARATION IN >IOME ECOîiOMICS FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS
IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No# of Number of teachers
Credits in fields Total in schools with enrollments ofHome Economics taught No. 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over
250___
i 2 5 F  " ___5 6 7 i
1 39 39.4$t 1 1 9 11 21Total number 2 39 39.4 3 10 24 2teachers 5 14 14.1 2 10 2irrespective h 6 6.1 1 4 1
of preparation 5 1 1*0 1Total 99 100.0 F îï ï 2? 37 23
1
2 1 1
1-19 5 2 2credits 4 2 1 1
5 1 1Total T 6.1 r r '5' 1
1 4 a* 1 1
2 4 1 3
20-29 5 2 2credits 4
Total 5 10 10.1 Î r T T
1 ? r 1 3
2 4 1 2
50-44 ? 1 1credits 4
Total 5 ÏÔ 10.1 1 T 2 2 IT
1 26 2 10 16
2 27 9 17 1
4$ or more 3 8 1 2 4 1credits 4 2 1 1
Total 9 65_.Z 2 % 19 _ ^ 28 IT
1 2 1Ho* of ? 3 1 1 1credits 5 1 1not given 4 2 2
Total 9 8T 8.1 T 5 T
$P*rt time teachers
**Thls teacher had no training in Home Economics
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table IX-b
FREQUENOT DISTRIBUTION OF THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN THE HOME ECONOMICS 
FIELD OF THIRTT-NINE TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIQH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN 
HOME ECONOMICS FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BT SIZE OF SCHOOL IN
WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credits in Number of teachersHome Eoon* Total in schools with enrollments ofNo ft 1-22 26-50 51-100 101-250 ever 250
1 2 .. 5 . 4 5 6 7_____ _
1~19
credits -
20-29credits 4 10*2$ - 2 1 1
20-44
credits 5 12.6 1 5
45 or more 
credits 28 71.8 2 10 16
Number of 
credits 
not given 2 5 .1
- 1 • 1
Total 59 100.0 1 1 5 11 21
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TABiS ZX-e
FREdUEKCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BT POHTT-THREE TEACH­
ERS WITH GREATEST TRAINING IN HOME ECONOMICS FIELD BUT TEACHING IN ADDI­
TIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION IN HOME 
ECOmMICS FIELD AND BT THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL IN WHICH IHE
TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit# in 
Hone Eoon*
No* of 
field* 
taught
Number of teacher*
Total in echoole with enrollments of
No* 1-25 261^ 51-100 101-250 over 290
i 2 ? k 3 7 8 92 99 9 9 20 1All 5 8 18*6 1 9 24 2 4.7 1 1
Total 5 Ï3 îoo.d T 9 Î2T 22 12 2 1 1
20-29 5 1 1credit* 4
Total f 7*0 1 r 1a 9 1 220-44
I
X 1
Total 5 ? 9*3 T ....^2 27 9 17 1
45 or more 5 6 1 4 1credit* 4 2 1 1
9
95 61*4 1 2 19 m 12 1 1No* of 5credit* 4
not given 9
.... T9W 1 1
Tber# w«r« no tooehero In tho group having 1 to 19 quarter hour» of 
preparation.
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TABLE IX-i
PREQUESOT DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BT SEVENTEEN TEACH­
ERS WHO TAUGHT IN HOME ECONOMICS PIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN 
ANOTHER SUBJECT PIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OP PREPARATION 
IN HOWE ECONOMICS PIELD AND BT THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS IN
WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit* in Hotoe Eeon*
No# of 
field* 
taught
Number of teacher*
Total in flchool* with enrollments ofNo# i-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 3 4 —  5__ ̂ ̂ 6 7 6 9 ^
All
Total
2
:
5
64
a
55.5%
555
13*5
.?•?
100.0 i
1
3
X
1
9
1
7
4
X
1
T
2 1 1
1-19 3 2 2credit* 4 2 1 1
3 1 1Tbtal % 55.5 1 1 F r
2 2 2
20-29 3 1 1credit* 4
5
F 17 .6 T T
2 1 120-44 3 1 1credit* 4
Total 9 2 11.8 T T
24j or more 3 1 1credit* 4
9Total T - 5.9 r
2 2 1 1No# of 5 1 1credit* 4 2 anot given 9Total 9 29.4 2 2 1
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Industrial Art3» A slgnlfloant proportion ot the 
teachers who tawrht in the industrial arts field had little
college preparation in the industrial arts field* Of the
123 teachers who taû çdit industrial arts subjects * fifty (39 
per cent) were îniov/n to have less than thirty credits of 
preparation in that field (Table X-a, page 60). Ini'or mat ion
concerning the college preparation in tho industrial arts
field of twenty-nine (22 per cent) teachers could not be 
found *
Vhxile raeny of the teachers in this field had little 
college preparation in industrial arts, many had had special 
training in various technical branches of the armed services, 
airplane, and automotive factories; still others had worked 
in shops and foundries and thus had gained practical expier- 
ienca•
A little over one-third (35 per cent) of the teachers 
who taught industrial arts taught in only that field. 
Slightly laore than ono-fifth (21 par c ent) tau^ ht in two 
fields; only a few raore (23 per cent) taught in tliree sub­
ject fields, One out of every six (16 per cent) teachers 
who taught industrial arts taught in three additional fields 
as well.
Of tho twenty-seven teachers who taught industrial 
arts in the s*^ll schools, all but ono taught in two or .iiore 
additional subject fields* In tho larger schools, about one
i-ut- of every elciit (13 per cent) teacher3 wfio tou^ :it inca 
trial arts taught lu tvro or nor e ao.c itlor:. 1 fields.
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TAB1£ X-ft
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BT 128 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PRE­
PARATION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS FIELD AND BT THE SIZE OF THE 
SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit# in 
Ind* Art#
Ho* of 
field#
taught
Number of TOacher# "
Total in achools with enrollment# of
No. % lr 25 _ 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 2501 2 5 4 6 .. 7 8Total number 
teacher# irrespective 
of prepara­
tion Total
1
2
54
5
27 21 .1  
29 2 2 .7  
21 1 6 .5
128 100.0
1
4
1
126
2
21
32
8
13
2S
14
11
71
- 55
27
132
Ï2
1 4
1-19 2 ? 1 2credit# 3 11 6 1 44 s 5 5
5 4 1 iTotal ?0. 23*6 3 10 ? F1 3 1 2 220-29 2 6 1 3 2credit# 5 5 1 24 6 1 2 3
Total 5 ^  15.8 1 r ? F
1 5 350-44 2 2 1 1
credit# 5 5 1 5 14 2 1 1
Total 5 l¥ 10*9 1 ? 3 .. ?
1 21 1 6 14
45 or more 2 8 4 4
credit# 3 4 1 2 I4R 2 2
Total J5 27.6 1 _ _ 5 ÎT 18I 9 . 1 6 2
No* of 2 6 1 1 6
credit# 3 6 5 1 2
not given 4 5 1 2
Total 3 J l29 21 .9 22 1___ ? F ÎÔ
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TABLE X»b
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN THE INDUSTRIAL 
ARTS PIELD OF FORTY-POUR TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT 
IN nmusTRIAL ARTS FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY SIZE OF SCHOOL 
IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Humber of teachers
Credits in Total in schools with enrollments of
Ind* Arte. No. 56 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 ______ 5.. k é 7 ^
1-19credits 4 9 .1 2 4
20-29crédita 5 11.4 1 a 2
50-44
credits 5 11.4 3
45 or more 
credits 21 47.7 1 6 14
Number of credits
not given 9
20.4 1 6 2
Total 44 100.0 3 14 27
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tkUh% X-c
tm-QXiUiOt DISrRIBTÎTXOH OF TÆ. OF FIELDS TAUGiiT B Ï Ti^l.KTÏ-C:ïE
TWICHERS WITH GREATEST TRAIHII^J ÎM INDUSTRIAL ARTS FILLP BUT 
TSACHXRG IN  ADDITIONAL FISLDS, WITH BHSAKDC-WN S Ï AmUXTS 
OF FRLPARAT102Î !:< IN t?XTRlAL ARTS FI..LD  A?4D £ t  THE 
SIZE OP THE SCHOOL IH  WHICH THE r:.ACHLRS WERE
LOCATED
Ho# of 
Crodita in field* 
Ind# Art*
Total
t*U2ht Ho#
îtoüber of teachers
_ln schools with enrollment# of 
23% ^  51-100 IÔ1-250 ewejt> 25Ô
1 a ------------------j . ---------------- 3  _ %--- i - g ___________9 -
2 i5 £l.9ii 1 1 "  6 5All 5 9 25 .6 1 5 14 9 14.5 a 1
Total 5 21 100^ 2 % & 5
& 1 1
1-19 ?Cradlt* k
Total 5 Î T2 h i 2 i
20-29 ?credits h
Total 5 X 19#o 1 2 - Ta 2 1 1
5 2 acredits 4fK 1 1
Tot'r̂l „ 9 21?© _ 2 2 ___ I ___^
1̂ 5 or more 2 6 5 5credits 5 ? I 1 1* 2 2
Total 5 IT 12*4 1 f 3
Wlim IP Hi I W W Il*li#WMAU!«WK:;,3
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TABLE X-d
FREQUEIJCX DISTRIBUTION OR THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BT SIXTÏ-THREE 
TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS FIELD BUT HAD GREATER 
TRAINING IN ANOTHER SUBJECT FIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN ET A- 
MDUHT3 OF PREPARATION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS FIELD AND BT 
THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE
LOCATED
Crédita In 
Industriel Arte
No* of 
field*
taught
Number of teacher*
Total in school* vith enrollment* of
No, % 1-22 26-20 21-100 iûi-250 over
250
I 2 5 4 " .. 5 . . ' é __7_ _ 8 9
All
Total
2
I
5
14 22.2$ 24 58 .1  
18 28 .6  
JL 11*1 
23 100.0
1
Î
11
6
îi
1
511
ÎT
5
6
Tï
8
2
ÎO
2 a a
1-19 5 11 6 1 4credit* 4 a ? 5
5 4 i 1Total 25 59 .7 .___ 5 10 ? ?2 2 1 1
20-29 5 5 1 2credit* 4e 6 1 2 5
Total 5 ÎT 17.5 Î _ 1 T T220-44 ? 5 1 1 1credits km 1 1
Total ? 2T 6 .5 „ T 2 T
2 2 1 1
45 or more 5 1 1credit* 4
Total 5 T 4.8 T T T
2 0 i 1 6
Number of 5 6 5 1 2credits 4 5 1 2not given 5 1 iTotal 20 51.7 2 5 5 2 5"
Latin v;as tlio only clasalcal lanr 
in .Montana hlt'n à-arir̂ .,
Only sinty-vLroa teaelioz"a Latin (Taülo lil-a,
paco 65)• Of tliuae, iilna ware in tko eiaall aonoolo (of fifty 
stuients or lesaj* only five ueuoaora tau^^t L̂ :.oin only*
The préparait ion oI one tea eh or reou^ineU ui_.r_own. Of 
the reiraixider^ one-half had thirty or nore cx-eeita of prepar­
ation in Latin*
TV/o-thirds of the teacher3 who te.uo.ht Lc.tin had a 
better preparation in anotner subject field in nnich they 
v;er6 teach!ng (Taile nl-h , u ii} .
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TABLE Xl-a.
FREaUENCT M3TRIBUTI0H OF NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BT SIXTT-THREE TEACH­
ERS WHO TAUGHT IN LATIN FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PREPARA­TION IN LATIN FIELD AND BT THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE
TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit* in
No. of 
fields
Number of teachers
Total In schools with enrollments of
Latin taught No# 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over250
1 2 5 ' 4 ' . 5 _ % 7 8
Total number 
teacher# 
irreapaetire 
of prepara­
tion > Total
1
2
I
5
528
218
A
2
2
1
51
2
14
5
Ï0
1
11
92
2&
2
19 1
2
20100*6%
1 a 1 1
1-19 2 5 1 1 1credit# 5 6 2 44 2 1 1
5 1 1Total 1ÏÏ 22.2 2 ? ? 2
1 1 1
20-29 2 9 9 4credit# 5 5 2 14
IS
4 1 2 1
Total 9 17 27.0 a 2 F _  5_120-44 2 11 1 9 9credit# 5 8 5 1 5 14
Total P 19 50*2 ? 2 F ?
1 1 1
45 or more 2 ? 9credit# 5 4 2 24 2 1 1
5 -Total 12 19*0 2 1 2 .. ..jL1 1 1
Number of 2
credit# 5not given 4
Total 5 T 1.8 T
TABLE %I-b
FREQOESCT DISTRIBUTION OP THE AîfOUîTP 07 PREPARATION IN THE UTIN FIELD 
OF FIVE TSA0HER3 IN MONTANA KISH SCHOOLS WE) TAUGHT IN LATIN FIELD 
ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY SIZE OF SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS
WERE LOCATED
Number of teacher*Credit* in Total in school* with enrollment* ofLatin No. % 1-25 26-50 51-100 loi-2^ over 25O
1 2 3 5______  6 7
1-19credit* 2 1 1
20-29credits 1 20 1*
50-44
credits
45 or more credits 1 20 1
dumber ot 
credits 
not given
1 20 1*
Total 5 100^ 2 1 2
*Two w*r# part time taaehera*
TABLE XI-O
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF IKE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BY SEVENTEEN TEACH­
ERS WITH GREATEST TRAINING IN LATIN FIELD BUT TEACHING IN ADDITIONAL 
FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN 3T AMOUNTS Op PREPIRATION IN LATIN FIELD 
AND BY THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERELOCATED
No* of Number of teachers
Credits in fields Total in schools with enrollments of
Latin taught Ho. % 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 ? -■5— 5 é 7 8 ?
2 7 41.2# 1 6
All 3 8 4 7 .0 1 2 2 54 2 11.8 1 1
Total 5 17 Soo.o T 2 3 r 72 1 1
20-29 3 2 1 1
credits 45Total ,? Jk'U^ 1 1 12 2 1 150-44 5 5 1 1 1credits 4gg
Total 9 ? 29 .4 r 1 2 12 ( 4
45 or more 5 5 1 2credits 4it 2 1 1
Total 9 -51̂ 9 T T 2
There were no te& chere in  th e  group hav in g  1 to  19 qu»J*ter hours o f  
p re p a ra tio n *
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TABLE XZ-4
PREWENOT DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OP FIELDS TAtXJHT BT PORTT-ONE 
TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT IN  LATIN FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN  
ANOTHER SUBJECT FIELD , WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PREPAR­
ATION IN  LATIN FIELD AND BT THE SIZE CP THE SCHOOLS IN  
WHICH TOE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit* In 
Latin
No. of 
field# 
taught
%imber of teacher*
Total in schools with enrollment* of
No. fC 1--25 26-56 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 5 4 ? _ ^7 a . 9
2 21 5i.2%r 1 1 10 9
5 15 51.7 1 5 2 6 1All 4 6 14.6 1 2 2 1
5 1 2.7Total 4i 166.0 T __ 5̂ 19____ 112 5 1 1 11-19 ? 6 2 4credit* 4 2 1 1
5 a 1Total 12 29,5 2 5 6 1
2 6 5 320-29 5 1 1credit* 4 4 1 2 1
Total 5 IF 51 .7 _ Ï r ¥
2 9 1 4 4 '20-44 5 5 2 2 1credit* 4
Total 5 W 5 4 .1... 2 1 ?2 1 1
45 or more 5 1 1credit* 4cr
' 5 2 4 .9 1 1
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l>iatho.siatlc5» The majority of the teachers who tau^iit 
lîLathematics (53 per cent) had loss than thirty credits of 
preparation in the mathematics field; 29 per cent had less 
than twenty credits (Table Xll-a, pace 71).
A sizeable number of teachers who taucht mathematics 
in the large schools had little training in the mathematics 
field. Hot Quite one-half (46 per cent) of the teachers v?ho 
taught mathcmiatics in the large schools had less than thirty 
credits of preparation in the laatheraatics field; one-fifth 
(21 per cent) had less than twenty credits of preparation.
Over one-half (34 per cent) of all the teachers who 
taught mathematics wore knovvii to have a better preparation 
in another subject field in which they wei*e teachin. (Table 
Xll-d, pace 74).
Over one-half (33 per cent) of the teachers who 
taught in the J3iathematics field» and whose preparation was 
known taught in two or loore additional subject fields. Even 
in the large schools (of over one hundred students) one- 
third (33 percent) taught in two or more additional subject 
fields. Moreover» of the 120 teachers who were identified 
as mathematics teachers (in the sense that they v/ere teachirg 
mathematics only» or had their greatest 01:10unt of prepetratioi 
in the field of mathematics of any subject field in Uihich 
they vjexQ teaching) considerably over one-fourth (29 per 
cent) were teaching in three or more subject fields (acables
«.'J? (_) —
Jdl-b and XII-c, pages 7* and 73)* Of the 120 matheiafitlca 
teachers, 72 per cent {elgiity-xive teachers) had thirty or 
more credits in the matheiiritios field; of this group cf eighty'- 
five teachers, over two-thirds ( 68 per cent) were in the 
large schools and 29 per cent were teaching in three or more 
subject fields.
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TABLE XII-*
PBEQÜEKCT DISTRIBUTION OP NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BY 280 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT MATHEMATICS PIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OP PREPARATION 
IN  MATHEMATICS FIELD AND BY THE S IZE  OP THE SCHOOLS IN  WHICH
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No* o f  
f i e ld *
Number o f te a c h e r*
T o ta l
Mathematics taught No* % 1-25̂ 2 ^ 5 0 _ 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 5______ 4 6 7  - 8
Total number 
teacher*
Irreepeetire 
of) prepara­
tion Total
1 55 19;6 
2 71 25^5 
5 95 55i24 4i l4é6
5 19 6*6
6 1 0;4 
280 100*0
1
24
12
1
20
5 7
2214
6
52
4
16
5514
37 ..
14
28
52
6
1
- 55
54
194
1
5^
1-19 credits 
Total
1
2
!
5
6
18
50
17
n52 29 .5 _
a
1
1
1
2
76
24
126
2?
2
78 4 
1
22
1
51
71 11 2 9
2 22 2 6 7 5
20-29 5 25 4 7 14credit* 4 7 2 2 2 1
5 2 26 1 1
Total ^  24*1 5 _ 5* 19 22 PT1 io 1 5 4  ^
2 15 1 2 1 8 5
50- W 5 26 7 10 8 1credit* 4 7 5 2 1 1
5 4 5 1Total 22 22,1 t PT 22 9
1 28 1 7 20
2 16 1 5 6 6
^5 or more 5 10 4 5 1 2credit* 4 4 2 1 1
5 1 1Total 59 21.1 T z r Î5 2g
No, of 12 2 1 1credits 5 4 5 1not given 4 2 1 1
Total 5 9 5*2 12 1 T 2
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TABLE Xll-b
FREqjJEHCt DISTRIBUTION OF THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN THE MATHEMATICS 
FIELD OF FIFTI-FI9E TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN 
MATHEMATICS FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY Sim OF SCHOOL IN
WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit# in Total îAimber of teacher#
Nhthemmtio# No. * In aehools with enrollments of1-29 26-50 51-100 101-250 pv.r 25P_
1 2 5 4 9 6 :.t.....
1-19eredits 6 10.9# 1 2 2 1
20-29credit#
11 20.0 2 9
50-44
credit# 10 18.2 1 9 4
45 or more 
credits 26 50.1 1 7 20
Total 55 100.0 5 4 14 54
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TABL^ iCIl-c
frbiuesct distributich of the m m zn op fi-lcs taocht bt sixty-fips
TEACHERS WITH GREATEST THAISXHQ IH mTKXK-ATICS FIELD BUT TEACHESO 
IS ADDITIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AîCUNTS OF PREPARA­
TION IN KATHI-MATICS FIELD AND BT THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL 
IS WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
matmemmamHo# of mam t̂imber of toaoher*
Orodlio in 
Nmthom&tlo#
field*
taught
Total 1« school* with enrollment* ofKo# < 1^25^ 26-50 51-lcx) 101-250 over 250
1 2 9 , 6 7 9
All
Total
2
I
5
50
29
9
4
~Ks:iw
7.7
.1 ?
100.0
1
1
1
\
3
8
1
Ï2
8
10
2
20
8
8
1
Î7
10
2
12
2 5 1 1 11-19 5 1 1oradiis k
Ttotal 5 ? 6 .2 Î T T T
2 9 3 1 120-29 5 7 2 2 3credit* 4 1 1
Total 5 l i 21.9 & ? 5 ...... V Î
2 9 1 2 1 5 2
? 12 2 5 4 1credit* 4 1 1
Total 5 la 55.8 Î T -  L  ____ 7 ____2 15 1 3 3 64) or more 5 9 4 3 1 1credits 4 5 1 1 1
Total ? 29 58.9 ? 7 F 7
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%II~d
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BY l60 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN MATHEMATICS FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN ANOTHER SUB­JECT FIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMDUNTS OP PREPARATION IN MATHEMA­
TICS FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THETEA CHERS WERE LOCATED
No* of Total Number of teachersCrédita in flelda So . _ ^ in school* with enrollments of
Mathemetiee taught 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 ,5 5 6 - 7 é 9
2 41 25.6?t 4 0 20 9
5 64 40*0 1 14 25 24 2All 4 56 22*5 5 15 12 7 15 18 11*5 11 6 1
6 1 0 .6 1
Total 1&) 100*6 I? ____ 12
2 15 2 5 6 41-19 3 29 1 7 12 6 1crédita 4 17 1 6 6 4
3 11 5 1Total 72 4 4 .5 7 20 21 19 F
2 17 2 5 6 420-29 3 18 2 5 11crédita 4 6 1 2 2 1
5 1 1
Total
6
î| 27.1 k Z 12 m JT2 9 150-44 3 14 5 9 4crédita 4 6 3 1 1 15 4 5 1Total W  16.8 9 Z iZ 2
2 5 ___ 3
45 or more 3 0crédita 4 1 1
? 1 1Total 5-2... T 1
No. of 
oredlt# 
not given 
Total
2
?
5
0
I
Ï0 <5.5
1
1
2
I
T
1
5
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Hodern Loj.iruane9> The modern laiicua^jes tauc;ht in 
Uonteina hlch schools in 1946-1947 were German, French and 
Spanish.
Data concerning the modern languages and Latin were 
similer in many respects; (1) As in Latin, there were 
sixty-three teachers v?ho taught modern l&ngu&ges (Table 
}ZIlI-a, page 77)* (2) The percent of teachers who had
thirty or more credits of preparation in their respective 
fields was much the some in both Latin and modern languages* 
Of the teachers v«?ho taught modern languages, and who so pre­
paration v;as known, 44 per cent had thirty or more credits 
in modern lang:uages while ^0 per cent of the teachers who 
taught Latin had thirty or more credits in Latin. (3) Prac­
tically the seme number of teachers in both tli© modern laxig- 
uagos and Latin taught in the small schools and in the 
large schools. Seven teachers taught modern languages in 
the siaall schools (of fifty or less students) while nine 
teachers taught Latin; forty-three teachers taught modern 
languages in the largo schools (of more than one hundred 
atudentb) whilo forty-four taught Latin*
Teachers who taught Latin were more often required 
to teach tv/o or raore additional subject fields than were 
teachers who taught modern latqguages* Sixteen per cent of 
the teachers who taught modern lang;uages taught in that 
field only, while ei^;ht per cent of the teachers who taught
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Latin ta u ^ t  Latin only, nearly the same proportion of the 
teachers in each field tauQht one additional subject 148 per 
cent of the teachers who taught modern lanpuacea taught In 
one additional subject field; 44 per cent of the teachers 
v;ho taudiit Latin taught one additional subject field),
I!early one-half (48 per cent) of the teachers v?ho taught 
Latin were teaching in t̂ vo or uoro additional subject fields 
as compared to the 38 per cent of the teachers who taught 
modern languages,
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TABLE Xlll-a
FREQtJEKOT DISTRIBUTION OP NU!m,R OP FIELDS TAUGHT BT SIXTT-THREE TEACHERS 
WHO TAUGHT IH  MODERN LANGUAGE FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OP 
PREPAHATICK IK  MOIERK LANGUAGE FIELD AND BT THE SISE OP THE 
SCHOOLS IN  WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No* of Number of teachers
Credits In fields Total in school8 with enrolimente ofMod* Lang* taught No. % 1-25 26.50 51-^100 101-250 over 250
1 2 5____  4̂ 5____ è 7 8Total number 1 10 15.9% 1 3 .." ' "teacher# 2 29 46*0 4 14 11Irrespective 1 16 25*4 1 3 7 3 2of prepara­ 4 7 11.1 3 1 1 2tion 5 1 1.6Total 65 100 *0 1 ? 13 . 22 211 a 2
1-19 2 5 4 1credit# 5 6 2 44 I 1Total pr 22.1 2 5... ? T1 2 1 1 '
20-29 2 9 1 4 4credit# 5 5 1 2 1 14 3 2 15 1 1
— Total 20 51.6 T X ? 7 5 _1 1 150.44 2 8 2 4 2
credit# 5 4 1 1 24
Total 5 15 20*5 r F ? I1 3 ?^5 or more 2 6 1 1 4credit# 5 1 I4 2 2
Total 5 IT 22.1 T 1 12
No* of 12 1 1credits 3not given 4 1 1
Total 5 2 5 .2 1 T
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table Xlll-b
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN IKE WDERN LANGUAGE 
FIELD OF TEN TEACHERS IH KOHTAKA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN MODERN 
LANGUAGE FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY SIZE OF SCHOOL IN WHICH
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Kunsbar of teachers
Credits in Total In schools with enrollment0 of
Lang# No. 1-29 26-50 51-100 101—250 over 250
I 7l _ 5___ ____ . . 5_______ 6 7
1-19eredits 2 20^ 2
20-29credits 2 20 1 1
50-44
credits 1 10 1
45 or more 
credits 5 $0 5
Total 10 100 1 6
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T\BIZ X I I I - c
FRr-QUESCÏ DICTRI3UTI0ÎT CF TKi; C.p FIr'XDS TAUGHT ST TÆ ÎTY-TSO
TEACHmS WITH GHZATTET TRAINING IH  MGDZRU LAKGUAGS FIELD BUT 
TEACHING IH  ADDITIOHAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AÎCÜSTS 
CF PREPARATION If f  l«DSRH LASGUAGE FIELD AND BT THE 
SIZE CF THE SCHOOL IH  WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE
LOCATED
Ho* of Kumher of teachers
Credits lo fields total in schools with enrollments of
Mod* Lang* taught Ko. 1-25 2&50 51-100 101.250 over 25)
1 2 4 . .  3_____: g .. 7 8 ....................?.. .
2 i6 72.H 5 5 6
All 5 4 ifl.a 2 1 14 2 9 .1 1 1
5
Total 22 166.6 3  _ ................ 7 102 1 1
1-19 ?credits 4
5
Total Î 4.5 i 1
20-29 2 2 2
credits 5 1 14 1 1
Total 5 r 16.2 T Î r
2 7 2 5 250-44 2 1 1
credits 4
Total 5 ? 40.9 5 ^ r 2
2 « 1 1 4
45 or more 1 1
credits 4 X X
5 ? J S ^ T 1 Î
—'jO“
TABLE Illl-d
FREQUENCT DISTRIBUTION OF THE NU:a:R OF FIELDS TAUGHT BT THIRTT-ONE TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT IN WDERN LANGUAGE FIELD BUT HAD GREATER
TRAINING IN AKOTHiH EUBJLCT FIELD, WITIi BREAKDOWN BT 
AÎ40UNT3 OF PREPARATION III MODERN LANGUAGE FIELD 
AND BT THE £I2E CF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE 
TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No* of Number of teacher»
Crédité In fields Total in schoola with enrollment» of
Mod- litng* tau^t No# 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 ? 4 ' 9 _ 6 ___ 7 8 92 19 42.0 1 9 9All 5 12 90 .7 1 9 5 2 I4 9 16*1 9 1 15 I ^3*2 ?Total 91 100*0 1 .. 7.. 12 92 4 9 11-19 ? 6 2 4eredits 4 1 1
Total 5
I
12 98 .7 _ 2 .5 _ & T
2 7 1 2
20-29 5 4 1 1 1 1eredits 4 2 2
Total 5 ik 41-9 T 2 z - .9- -.-2 I20-44 5 2 I 1eredits 4
5Total 3 9.7 T 2
45 or more 2?crédits 4 I I
Total 9 I 5 .2 TNo* of 2 1 Icredits 5not given 4 I 1
Total 9 a 6.4 r T
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flusle « The preparation of teacher3 who taucht in the 
field of music rani:ed relatively hi^h in terms of the per- 
ceiitaG© of the teachers who taucht music and had thirty or 
laoro credits of preparction in music. Only in the fields of 
agriculture and home economics did the per cent ace of teachers 
who taucht those subjects, and had thirty or more credits, 
rank higher. Of all the teachers whoso preparation in music 
was known, over three-fourths (77 per cent) had thirty or 
more credits of preparation in music (Table XlV-a, page 83).
Pev-7 teachers with a small amount of preparation in 
the music field were teaching music in the large schools—  
only six of the eighty-two teachers who taught music In the 
largo schools had less than thirty college credits in music.
The college preparation of 18 per cent of the teachers 
who taught music could not bo determined. llany of these 
teachers indicated that they had done advanced work in music 
in nationally known conservatories of music and through pri­
vate instruction. If thoir work in music under these condi­
tions could have been translated into quarter credits of 
college prepgLTation, the percentages in the above statements 
would, no doubt, have been raised.
liore than four of evez'y ten teachers (42 per cent) 
who taught music taught in that field alone; on the other 
hand, a similar proportion (39 per cent) were teachin.g in 
two additional fields. In the sraall schools twenty-one of 
the twenty-seven teachers (78 per cent) who taught music
-02-
wv;o or nore addltloiicl subject fields. Oeveuteen 
of the eici*ty-t\vo teacher 3 (25 per cent} in the 1er ce schools, 
were teaohinc in two or r;iore additional subject fields.
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TABIÆ XIV-A
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BY 1̂ 6 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN MUSIC FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OP PREPARATION IN 
MUSIC FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS
WERE LOCATED
No* of 
field# Number of teeeher#
mem
Total
Mueie tau^t No. 1-25 2&.5O 51-100 101-250 over250
1 2 5 . 4 ' 5 7 ^ _ f
Total number 1 57 41.9* 5 4 25 25teacher# 2 26 19.1 1 2 8 10 5Irrespective 5 57 27.2 11 12 12of preparation 4 15 9 .6 7 5 5
Total 5 ÎOÔ.O* - 3 2? 57 50 J 3 2L
1 2 1 1
1-19 2 1 1credits 5 6 2 5 54 2 2
Total 5 iF 10.5 12 5 5 Ï
1 5 1 1 1
20-29 2 2 2credit# 5 6 a 44
Total 5 TT 8 .1 2 7 1 Î
1 2 250-44 2 6 1 5 2
credit# Ü 4 2 1 14 2 1 1
Total 5 14 10.5 _ 5 2 5. 2T1 44 1 1 21 21
45 or BK»re 2 10 2 6 2credit# 5 15 4 5 5 14 5 1 2
Total 5 i 92.9 f & 7 F 2?1 V 1 a 2 2Number of 2 7 2 5 1 1credit# 5 6 1 1 5 1not given 4 6 4 2
Tètal 5 5? 18.4 F F F 5
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TABLE ZI\r-b
FREQUENCT DISTRIBUTION 8" THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN THE MUSIC FIELD OF 
FIFTT-SEVEN TEACHERS U. i£iNTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN MUSIC FIELD 
1 ONLT, WITH BREAKDOWN BT SIZE OF SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE
LOCATED
Number of teachersCredit# in _ Tctal in school# with enrollments
Mueie No. % of
1-25 2d_50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 a 5 . 4 3 . 6 7
1-19credits 5.55« 1 1
20-29credit# 5 5 .5
1 1 1
20-44
credit# 2 5 .? 2
45 or more 
credit# 44 77*2 1 X 21 21
Number of 
credit# not 
given
6 10.5 1 2 2 1
Total 57 100.0 5 4 25 25
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TABLK XI7-0
FREaOESCy DISTRIBOTIOH OF THE IWMBZR OF FIELDS TAOOHT BT THIHTT-THREB 
TEACHERS WITH GREATEST TRAINING IN MUSIC FIELD BUT TEA CHING IN 
ADDITIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION 
IN MUSIC FIELD AND BT THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL IN WHICH 
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit* in 
Mueie
No, of 
field* 
tau^t
Number of -teacher*
Total in schools with enrollment* ofNo, ÿ 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over
290....1 2 ? 4 5 £ 7 d _  9__2 13 59.4?T 5 7 ?All 3 16 48.5 5 5 5 14 3 9 .1 1 25 . 1 1Total 100.0 7 f I? 72
20-29 3 5 * 2credit* 4R
Total ? 9 .1 T 22 2 1 150.44 3 2 2credit* 4
Total 3 ? 12.0 2 T T
2 10 2 £ 2
45 or more 3 11 2 5 9 1credit* 4 3 1 2
5 i ZTotal 29 75.8..... ........3 . _ . 15 92 1 1No* of 5credit* 4
not given 5Total 1 5.0 T
Th*r« were no teechere In the groiq» haring 1 to 19 quarter hour* of 
preparation.
TABLE XlV-d
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BY FORTY-SIX 
TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT IN  MUSIC FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN  
ANOTHER SUBJECT FIELD , WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OF PREPAR­
ATION IN  MUSIC FIELD AND BY THE S IZE  OF THE SCHOOLS IN  
WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
C re d it#  la  
Mtisle
io« o1 
f ie ld #  
teu^t
T o ta l
No.
Kumker" or" te ach er#
1-25
o fin  #chool« w ith  e n ro llm en ts  
26-56 51-100 100-250 over 250
T 82 19 28.9^ 1 2 9 9 2All 9 21 4 9 .7 6 7 7 14 10 2 1 .7 7 2 19 2 4.9 2s? ÏÔÔ.0 ? « . 1 5 . . . Ï2T 11
1-19
c re d it#
T o ta l
2
54
9
X8
2
Ji
12
22
26.1
k
Z
20-29
c re d it#
T o ta l
2
I
9
2
5
5__ 10.6
2
2
2 ...4 1 2 1
90-44 9 2 1 1
c re d it# 4 2 1 1
T o ta l
9
E 17»9_ 1 2 Ï T2
45 or more 9 2 2
c re d it# 4
9 1 k
T o ta l ) 6 .9 1 22 6 2 2 1 1
No. o f 9 6 1 1 9 1
c re d it# 4 6 4 2
n o t g iven 9 ##
T o ta l ÎÎ 99.1 7 9 4 2
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jjlologilcal Science» The biological aoience field was 
the field least often taught alone or in combination with 
only one additional subject field (Table XV-a, page 90)*
Only seventeen of the 229 teachers (7 per cent) who taugiit in 
the biological science field taught in that field only; 29 
per cent taught in the biological science field and on© addi­
tional subject field* This meant that nearly two-thirds (63 
per cent) of the teachers who taught in the biological 
science field were teaching in two or more additional subject 
fields* In the small schools> 92 per cent of all the teach­
ers who taught in the biological science field tau^:ht in t wo 
or more additional subject fields. Even in the large schools 
40 percent of the teachers who taught in the biological 
science field taught in two or more additional subject 
fields.
The college preparation in the biological science 
field of 219 of the 229 teachers who taught biological sci­
ences was known. Over one-half of these teachers (51 per 
cent) had less than thirty credits of preparation In the 
biological science field* In the large schools, 41 per cent 
of the teachers who taught in biological science field had 
less than thirty credits in that field; one-half of these 
had less than twenty credits*
Of the sixty-seven biological science teachers (i.e., 
teachers who taught in the biological science field only, or
88'
had the best preparation in tne biological science field of 
any field taught by theia), only seventeen (2^ per cent) 
taught in that field only; one-third (33 per cent) taught in 
the biological science field and one additional subject 
field; and twenty-eight (42 per cent) taught in the biologi­
cal science field and two or more additional subject fields 
(Tables %Y-b and XV-c, pages 91 and 92,
These same tables reveal that 83 per cent of the biol­
ogical science teachers (i.e#, touchers w ho taught in the 
biological science field only# or who had their best prepara­
tion In the biological science field of subject field
taught by them) had thirty or more credits of preparation in 
the biological science f ield. Over one-half ( 32 percent) 
of the biological science teachers with thirty or more 
créaits of preparation in the biological science field taught 
in the large schools and less than one-fourth (24 per cent) 
of the teachers with thirty or more crealts taught in the 
small schools* There were only ten biological science teach­
ers with less than thirty credits of preparation in the 
biological science field# of whom eight were in the large 
schools but none were in the small schools.
1‘wo-thirds (66 per cent) of the teachers who taug-ht 
in the biological science field had a bettor preparation 
in another subject field in which they were teaching (Table 
XY-d # page 93)•
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B1o 1o^1g 3.1 science teachers v̂ ho taught in additional 
subject fields nost often tau^jht in the fields of mathematics 
(34 per cent) and physical science (27 per cent). (Tables II 
end ill, pages 18 and 20.)
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TABLE
.FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGÎÎT BY 229 TSACEERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OP 
PREPARATION IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OP 
THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credits in 
Bio* Science
No* of 
fields 
taueht
Number of teachers
Total in schools vrlth enrollments ofHo. % 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 2501 2 _ 9 4 6 7 81
Total number 2 
teachers ÿ 
irrespective 4 
of preparation
6
Total
17 7.4^ 
67 29.584 58.7 
42 18.5
18 7 9 
I , 0.4229 100.0
1
5 (2) 2
11 (2) 
_1 20
1 1 
9 14 (1) 
19 (8) 25 (8) 
19 (4) 17 (8) 7 (2)
J»9 57
4
32 (4) 
29 (5)
4 (1)
29 _
11
17 (6) 
6 (2) 
4 (2)
W1 1 1
1-19 2 19 (1) 1 9 <l) 11credits ? 27 (5) 3 (1) 5 10 (a) 8 1
h 14 (6) 4 (2) 7 (4) 1 2 (2)
9 ■X ()) 1(2) _1 (1)Total Zo 28.9 __9_.. . 19... 21 20 -.5 -1 2 1
20-29 2 9 4 4 1credits 5 29 (8) 1 9 (9) 12 (4) 5 (1)4 8 (2) 9 (I) 4 (1) 1
Total 9 ïl 20.1 22 ? Ï7_ _ _ 17 ?1 1 1 220-44 2 25 (6) 1 5 13 (4) 6 (2)credits 9 19 (11) a (1) 8 (8) 5 (9) 2 2 (1)4 11 (2) 1 2 9 (1) 2 (1) 1
9 5 3 2
6 1 1_ Tot* 1 35 26-4 7 m  ...1^ _ Î3L _11__
I 16 2 8
45 or more 2 14 1 1 2 4 6
credits 5 10 5 1 64 7 5 1 1
5 1 1Total Ï2 18,5 1 10 T _____ ____
Number of credits 2
not given
Total
4
5 2
Ï0I
4 (4)
All figures enclosed in parenthesis 
General Boienee teachers included in the () represent the number of ^gure outside parenthesis*
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TABLE X7-b
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN THE BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCE FIELD OF SEVENTEEN TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO 
TAUGHT IK BIOLOGICAL SOIENOE FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY 
BY SIZE OF SCHOOL IN WHICH TEE TTACHÎ-RS VERS LOCATED
Number of teachers
Credits in Total in schools with enrollments of
Bio« Soi. No# % 1-25 26.50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 5 ^  5 5 . << 7
1*19eredits 1 5.9?̂ 1
20*29eredits 2 11.6 1 1
50-44
credits 4 2 5 .5 1 1 2
45 or more 
credits 10 58.6 2 8
To tel 17 100.0 1 1 4 11
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TABL2 X?-o
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BY FIFTY TEACHERS 
WITH GREATEST TRAINING IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD BUT TEACHING IH 
ADDITIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION IN 
BIOLOGICAL SCIEÎÎCS FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL IN 
IN WHICH THS TEACHERS wr%E LOCATED
Credits in Bio* Science
No* of
fields
taugjit
Number cf teachers
ofTotal in schools with enrollmentsNo* % Î-25 25-50 51-100 101-250 over
250
1 2 .....3,.. 4 é ' 7 è ^ 9
"2 22 44.0 1 1 “4 9 7
5 14 28.0 4 1 8 1All 4 11 22*0 1 3 5 2
5 2 4.0 26 1 2 .0 ITotal «pO 100.0 3 12 S' 19 s
2 1 1
1-19 5eredits 4
5Total Î' 2*0 T
2 2 2
20-29 5 5 2 1credits 4 1 1
Total 5 ? 12.0 1 4* 1
2 5 2 2 150-44 3 2 1 1 1credits 4 5 1 1 1
5 1 t
6 1 1
Total 12 24.0 2 2 ? 2
N5 or -ore 
crédita
2
5
k
5
9
71.
*1
1
5
5
10
6
I
ÏÎ
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TABLE X7-d
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BY 162 TEACHERS 
WHO TAUGHT IN  BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN  
ANOTHER SUBJECT FIELD, WITH BRE AKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION 
IN  BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS 
IN  WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCAIED
No. of Kur-ibor o f teachers
C re d its  in f i e ld s T o ta l in  schools w ith en ro llm en ts  o f
B io . S oi* ta u g h t Ko. ^ 1-25 26^J 51-100 101-250 over 256
1 2 5 4 5 ..... . _ 7 0
2 45 ( i l ) 10 ( 1) 25 ( 4 ) 10 ( 6 )
A l l 3 TO (2 ? ) 5  ( 2 ) 15 ( 6 ) 24 ( 8 ) 21 ( 5 ) 9 ( 2 )
4 51 ( 15) 1 10 ( 4 ) 14 (6 ) 2  U ) 4  ( 2 )
5 4 «  (  4 ) 1 1  ( 2 ) _5. ( 2 )
162 -  100^? îf_ _ 52 4S 4 ? 19 .....
2 14 ( 1 ) 1 5 ( 1) 10
1 -1 9  c re d its  3 27 ( 5 ) 5 ( 1 ) 5 10 (2) 8 1
4 14 ( 8 ) 4 <a) 7 (4 ) 1 2 ( 2 )
5 ^  <5) 6  (2 ) _ l ( i )
T o ta l 24^___59.9 9 . 15_ _ _ 20 Î 9 5 .....
2 4"^ 2 1
2 0 -2 9 5 22 ( 8 ) 1 9 (5 ) 10 ( 4 ) 2 ( 1)
c re d its 4 7 ( 2 ) 5 (11 5 ( 1 ) 15 a 2
T o ta l W   ̂ 25.5 2 IT I ? 12 T2 20 1 5 ■ 11 w 9 (2 )
50 -44 5 17 <1 1 ) 2 ( 1 ) 7 (6 ) 9  (5 ) 2 a ( 1)
c r e d its 4 8 ( 2 ) 2 4 ( 1 ) 1 (1 ) 15 4 1 1
T o ta l 5 0 .2 9 11 IT p r S"
45 o r more
2
5 1 1
c re d its 4
T o ta l
5
Î  0 .8 r
Number o f 2 '  ■  " — 4 ( 4 )
c re d its 5 5 ( 1 ) 2 1 ( 1)
n o t g iven 4 2 ( 1 ) 1 1 (1 )5 _1 ( 1 ) 1 (1 )
T o ta l 10 6 .2 r ? r ?
Th is  ta b le  In o lu d ss  G eneral Science ta u g h t by teach ers  who ta u g h t 
G eneral Science b u t n o t b io lo g ic a l  o r  p liy a lc a l science and whose c r e d its  
were g iven  in  such a way th e y  could  n o t be separated  in to  B io lo g ic a l Science  
and P h y s ic a l S c ience* ^ e e d  a re  in c lu d e d  I r  th e  above f ig u re s  and the  nuie* 
b e r o f  such te a c h e rs  appear enclosed i n  p a re n th e s is  ( )  beside the number in  
w hich th e y  a re  In c lu d e d *
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Hiys i c el pclenoe. Data concernins tho subject load 
of teachers who taught in the physical science field follow 
very closely the pattern found in the biological science 
field. Only seven per cent of the teachers who ttiught in 
the physical science field naugnt in that field only (Table
XVI-a, page 96). Thirty-one percent taught in the physical 
science field and one additional field^ while 60 per cent 
taught in the physical science field and two more subject 
fields. In the small schools 95 par cent of the teachers 
who taught in the physical science field taught in three or 
more subject fields, while in the large schools 4̂  ̂ per cent 
of the teachers who taught in the physical science field 
taught in three or mare subject fields.
The preparation of teachers who taught in the physi­
cal science field differs somewhat from the preparation of 
teachers who taugnt in the biological scionc© field* Of all 
the teachers whose preparation in the physical sciences was 
iaiovm, 58 per cent had thirty or more credits of preparation 
in the physical science field. In the biological science 
field the corresponding percentage was 49 per cent. In the 
large schools, 38 per cent of the teachers who taught in the 
physical science field had less than thirty credits in the 
field of piiysical science; the biological science field, 41 
per cent. One-half (51 per cent) of the teachers who taught 
in the physical science field had a better preparation in
another suhjeot field ia which they were teaching.
Of the eighty-five physical ecienca teachers (i.e., 
teachers vdio t & % ht  in the physical science field only or 
teachers who had the best preparation in the physical sci­
ence field of all fields taught by tiieia), twelve (14 per 
cent) taught in the physical science field only, thirty- 
seven (44 per cent) taught in the physical science field and 
one additional field, and thirty-six (42 par cent) taught in 
the physical science field and two or more additional subject 
fields (Tables XYI-b and XVI-c, pages 97 and 98. Of all the 
teachers who taught in the physical science field and in two 
or more additional subject fields, nine were in the small 
schools and twelve were in the large schools.
Of the eighty-five physical science teachers seventy- 
tiireo <36 per cent) had thirty or more credits of prepara­
tion in the physical science field, and of these forty-six 
were in tho small schools and only eight in the largo schools.
Physical science teachers v/ho taught In additional 
subject fields most often tau^hit in the biological science 
field* tiatheraatics was the f ield next most often taught by 
physical science teachers as was the case with teachers of 
biological sciences (Table II, page 15 and Table III, page 
20).
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TABLE XVZ-*
PItLQUnsCÎ DISTRIBUTION OP EUÎEER Op PIPLDS TAUGHT B Ï 172 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IK  PHYSICAL SCIENCE FIELD WITH BREAKDOKH BT AMDtRiTS OP PRE­
PARATION IH PHYSICAL 6CIÏHCE FIELD AKD BT TH5 SIZE CF THE 
SCHOOLS IH  WHICH TRï TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No* o f Number o f  teach ers
C re d its  in f ie ld s T o ta l in  schoole w ith en ro l l:ments o f
Phys* Sci* ta u g h t 1:0. i-25 3 5 -5:) 51 -100 101̂ 350 over 250
1 2 5 t 6 7 6 - ? -
T o ta l number- 1 12 7 .0^ 1 2 ?
teachers 2 37 53.1 1 16 24 16
Ir re s p e c t iv e 3 62 26.0 5 11 19 22 7
o f prepara­ 4 30 17.4 2 9 13 6
t io n 5 11 6 ,k ..5 6
T o ta l 172 100.0 10 36' 50 .33 _ 291 1 11-19 3 Ô 2 5 5 5
c re d its ? 15 2 3 5 5
4 9 1 2 3 15 4 a &
T o ta l 33 _ 20.3 3 . 7 11 11 3
2 0 -2 9
1
2 1 7 3 1
c re d its 3 16 5 6 6 1
4 7 5 2 3
5 3 2
T o ta l 29.9 8 Î 5 11 2
1 3 1 2 2
50 -44 2 10 2 4 4
c re d its 5 12 4 4 5 1
h 9 4 5 2
3 h 3 I
T o ta l 5o 2 5 i3  _ 5 9 Ï0 11
1 6 1 145 o r more 2 26 4 13 11
c re d its 5 16 1 2 6 7 2
4 5 1 1
T o ta l
5 156 57-7 2 & 1? 21 17 _
No* o f
1
2
c re d it® 5 3 2 1
n o t g iven 4
T o ta l
3
s 1.7 2 T
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TABLE X7I>b
FREQUOSCT DISTBIBOTIOK O? THS AM3tJST OF PHEPAXATIOB IH  THS PHYSICAL 
SCrSRCE PILLS OP TVEL7Z TSACKSRS IH  ÎOIÎTASA BKîH SCHOOLS WHO 
TAUGHT IB  PHYSICAL 8CIEBCS PIELD CHLT, WITH BHEAKDOWH BT 
SIZE OP SCHOOL IH  WHICH THE TEACHERS WERS LOCATED
............ ..............-..teach er#
C ré d ita  In T o ta l &n echoola w ith  e n ro llm e n t*  o f
fb y # * & *1* Mo# % 1-25 2 6 -5 0  51-100 io i -2 5 0  o v e r 2 ^
w  ^
2 ...5 ........  A  .... 5  _ T A ......  7 ....
1 -1 9
*p # d lt«
X 8#5^ 1
2 0 -2 9
c re d it#
50-4*
c r e d it# 5 * 1 ,6 1 2  2
*9 o r  more 
c re d it# 9 9 0 *0 1 1  *
T c U l 12 1 0 0 .0 ^ 1 2  5 6
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TA,BLE-X7I-e
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BY SEVENTY-THREE 
TEACHERS WITH GREATEST TRAINING IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE FIELD BUT TEACHING 
IN ADDITIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOOT BY AMOUNTS OP PREPARATION IN 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOL IN WHICH THE
TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Crvdlta In 
Phya« Gel.
No* of 
fields 
taught
Number of teachersTotal in schools with enrollments ofNo. 5É 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over
250__
I 2 ? 4 5 é 7 8 92 37 50.7^ 8 1<S 13All 5 28 38*4 1 5 11 9 24 ; 6 8*2 1 4 1
5 2.7 i iTotal 73 ïooi 2 7______ 25 _ _ _ _ _ 2? I32 2 1 1
1-19 5 2 1 1credits 4
Total 5 Î 5*5 ^ T 2 12 1 1
20-29 5 6 1 3 2credits 4
Total 5 T 9.6 T ? 22 7 2 2 350-44 5 6 2 2 2credits 4 4 1 2 1
5 2 1^  Total 19 26.0 1 ? 5 32 27 4 13 10
45 or more 3 14 I 1 3 3 2credits 4 2 2
5
?3 98.9 I 1 ÎT iF Ï2
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TABLE XVX-d
PREQUENOY DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER CP PIELDS TAUGHT BY EIGHTY-SEVEN 
TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT IN  PHYSICAL SCIENCE FIELD BUT HAD GREATER 
TRAINING IN  ANOTHER SUBJECT FIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS 
OP PREPARATION IN  PHYSICAL SCIENCE FIELD AND BY THE SIZE  
OP THE SCHOOLS IN  WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Ho# of Number of teacher#
Credit# in field# Total in school# with enrollment# cf
Phy#* Soi# taught Ho# 1-29 '26-90 ’ :9i-ioo 101 -250 over250
1 2 ? 4 5 . - ■ ^ ' 7 6
All
total
2
54
5
20
54
24
ê
25.0#
99,1
27.6io#g
100*0
2
24
S’
16
8
J120
8
8
9
6 " 
15
9
2?
5
9
8
1-19-eredit#
- - total
2
?4
5
6
11
94
^20 94*5
1
1
1
2
1
2
25
9
551
9
5
20-29credit#
Total
2X✓4
5
10
10
7
29
2
5
f
6
3
2
xT
54
2
9
1
1
2
50-44
credit#
254 Î5 23 a1
2
1
1
1
1
Total 5 Û 18.4 12 5 f w 2
49 or more 
credit#
2
I
14
5 1
I 1
1
2
1
1
Total 5 9
10#5 r 1 2 1
Ko# of 
credit#
2
I 9 2
1
not given 
Total 9 5 5*9 2 T
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Physical Education# Information coneernine the pre- 
peu'ation of an unusually laree proportion of the teaciiors 
who taught in the pliysical education field coulo. net be 
found. Uo data of the preparation were found for 3d per 
cent of the teacners who taup,ht in the physical education 
field.
Of the teachers who tauplit in the physical education 
field, and whose preparation was known, roughly two-thirds 
(63 per cent) had less than thirty credits of preparation in 
the physical education field (Table Xll-a, page 103)* This 
percentage was the highest percentage of teachers in any sub­
ject field to have less than thirty credits of preparation 
in their respective fields.
Of the teachers who taught in the physical education 
field, and had less than thirty credits of preparation in 
that field, one-fourth (26 per cent) v/ere in the small 
schools while more than one-third (3^ per cent) were in the 
large schools. Of those teachers who had thirty or more cre­
dits of preparation in tho physical education field one- 
fifth (20 per cent) were in the small schools and nearly 
three-fourths (72 per cent) were in the large schools.
The majority of the teachers who taught in the physi­
cal education field taught in at least tixree different 
fields. One-seventh of the teachers (14 per c ent) taught in 
the physical education field only (of which nurabor only one 
teacher taught in a school with loss than one hundred
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student.'i]; one-rourth (1$ per cent) of th.. t . ch rs v;ho 
taught in the physical eclucation field tanrht in one addi­
tional subject field while three-fifths (60 par cent) were 
actually teaching in two or :oore additional subject fields* 
In the sniall schools, 84 per cent of the teachers who taught 
in the physical education field were reouired t o teach in at 
least two additional subject fields; even in the large 
schools over one-third (34 per cent) of the teachers who 
tau/:ht in the physical education field taught in two or nore 
additional fields*
Of the 217 teachers who taught in the physical educa­
tion field, one-fourth (fifty-five teachers) could be iden­
tified as physical education teachers, that is, as teachers 
who taught in the field of physical education only, or those 
vdio had the best préparait ion in the field of physical educa­
tion of any subject field taught by them (Table XII 1-b and
XVII-c, pages 104 end 105). Thirty-one of those fifty-five 
physical education teachers taug.ht In the physical education 
field only; thirteen taught in the physical education field 
and one additional field* The reiiialning eleven physical 
education teachers taught in t\jo or more additional subject 
fields* Three-fourths of the physical education teachers 
had thirty or more credits of preparation in the p;hyslcal 
education field. There were only seven (17 per cent) physi­
cal education teachers with thirty or more credits of
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preparation in tïxQ il old of piiysical éducation in the small 
sciiools wkile there were thirty-tvrO (do per cent) physical 
education teachers v;lth an equivalent preparation in the 
lar^e schools. There være ei£;ht physical education teachers 
in the l;rrge schools who had less than thirty credits of 
preparation in the physical education field but none ware 
found in tlie smaller schools.
Physical education teachers most often tau^^ht in the 
biolO(^ical science and mathematics fields (Tables II and III, 
pages 18 and 20).
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TABLE XVII-a
PREQUEBCT DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BI 217 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OP 
PREPARATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FIELD AND BY THE SIZE OP 
THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
lfl 1 No# of Number of teacher#
Credit# In fields Total in school# with enrollment# of
phye« Eduo* tau^t No# % 1-25 26- 50 51-100 101-250 over
- 2501 2 ? , 4 5 6 7 81 51 l4,5# 1 10 20Total number 2 55 25.5 9 9 17teacher# 5 6Q 51.5 5 15 25 21 6irrespective 4 45 20.7 9 11 21 9 5of prepara­ 5 18 ô#3 11tion 4 Total 217 100.0 19 4? 95 . 9S ÏS1^ 5 X 21-19 2 9 2 1 2credits 5 50 2 6 12 104 16 2 5 10 1
2 6 4 2Total 2o 27*6 S' IT 24 Ï5 Î1 4 2 220-29 2 6 1 4 1credit# 5 9 1 5 4 14 5 X 5 X
5 1Total 29 11*5 2 r ______________ IT ?1 g 1 920-44 2 7 X 5 5credits 5 4 1 54 9 1 5 15 1 1Total 2? 10.6 2 7 X S g1 11 2 945 or more 2 8 4 4
credits 5 9 1 5 14
Total 5 # 212.4 2 12 5 ? IT1 7 1 ' 4 2Humber of 2 29 6 6 8 7credits 5 20 1 7 4 4 4not given 4 19 1 ? 8 2 5
Total 9 là 257.6 5
4
25 IS IS* IS
TABLE XTtl-b
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP THE AMOUNT OP PREPARATION IN THE PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION FIELD OP THIRTY-ONE TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS 
MK) TAUGHT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FIELD OM.Y, WITH BREAK­
DOWN BY SIZE OP SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE
LOCATED
Niimber of teachers
Credits in ^Total in schools with enrollments of
Phys* Edac- Ko. % 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over
250
1 2 . .. 5 ..A .....5 ... 7 '
1-19credits 5 9.<%& 1 a
20-29credits
4 12 .8 2 a
50-44
credits
6 19.5 I 9
45 or more 
credits 11 55.5 2 9
m. of 
credits 
not Riven
7 22 .9 1 4 2
Total ?1 100 .05S 1 10 20
esssssKALaaaes
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TABLE XTII-e
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE HWSER CP FIELDS TAUOHT BY TWENTY-POUR 
TEACHERS WITH GREATEST TRAINING IS PHYSICAL EDUCATION FIELD BUT 
TEACHING IS ADDITIONAL PIELES, WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OF 
PREPARATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FIELD AND BY THE SIZE 
OF THE SCHOOL IS WHICH TIK TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credits In 
Physe EdUOe
ÏTo* of 
fields 
taught
Number of teacher# 1 ■TWB-inilWBI*!*Total in ochools with enrollments Of
ho* % 1-25 2 ^ 5 0 51-100 101-250 over
250_
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8
All
Total
2
?4
5
15
6
14
2T
5&.125.0
4.1
16.7
100 .0
1
1
1
&
5I 2 
1 - 7
7
2
9
20-29credits
Total
2
54
5
1
T 4.1
1
X
2 5 1 1 5;o-44 ? 2 2credits 4 1 1
5 1 1Total 9 57.4 T 2 ______ 5____ 52 è 4 4
^5 or more 5 3 1 1credits 4
^ Total 5 ïl 58 .2 â2 12 Î 3T 5
They# ware no teaehors In th# group having 1-19 quarter hour# of 
preparation»
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TABLE XVII-a
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP TKE NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BY 162 TEACHERS 
WHO TAUGHT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING 
IN ANOTHER S OBJECT FIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN BY AMOUNTS OF 
PREPARATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FIELD AND BY THE 
SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE
LOCATED
Credits In
No# of 
fields lAamber of teachersTotftl In schoolg with enrollments ofPhys# Educ. taught Nog 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-2^ over2501 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9
All
Total
2
34
5
42 2$49^ 
62 56 45 
44 27*2 14 S46 
100-0
5
5«
I?
a14
10
6
5ff
922
1
3?
1519
5
39
104
5
1 7a 5 2 1 21-19 3 30 2 6 12 10credits 4 16 2 5 10 1
5 6 4 2Total n ^55.2.. ? 11 2? 12 22 6 1 . --- 1
20-29 3 Ô 1 5 4credits 4 3 1 5 15 .1 1Total !■ 4 20 12*5 2 T 7 9 T2 i 2 250-44 ? 2 1 1credits 4 4 1 2 I
Total 5 F 4-9 T 2 T ?
2
45 or more 5 2 2credits 4
5Total 2 1.2 2
2 29 8 6  ̂8 7No* of 3 20 1 7 4 4 4credits 4 19 1 5 8 2 5not given 5 .7 i 4Total 75 46-5 5 24 15̂ FT FT
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Social Studies* A smaller porcentace of the teachers 
who taught in the social studies field had thirty or more 
credits of preparation in the social studies field than did 
teachers in the same category in the history field. Of the 
teachers who were teaching in the social studies field, and 
whose preparation was knov/n, 46 per cent had thirty or more 
credits in the social studies field (Table XVIII-a, page 109); 
in the history field, the corx^esponding percentage was 67 
per cant #
Only eight of the 172 teachers ( 5 per cent ) who taught 
in the social studies field taught in that field only; one- 
third (34 perc ©nt) taught in the social studies field and 
one additional subject field; o2 per cent taught in the 
social studies field and two or nor© additional subject 
fields* This followed much the same pattern of distribution 
as was found in the history field,
There være fifty-nine social studies teachers (i * ©*, 
teachers who taught in the social studies field only or v;ho 
had the best preparation in the social studies field of any 
subject field taught by them) (Table XVIII-b and XVIII-c, 
pages 110 and 111)* Of these, eight (14 per cent) taught in 
the social studies field only; twenty-three (39 per cent 
taught in the social studies field and on© additional sub­
ject field; and twenty-eight (47 per cent) taught in th© 
social studies field and two or more additional subject
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fields. There v;ere seven social studies teachers in the 
large schools who taught in three or riore subject fields.
Over four-fifths (81 per cent) of the social studies 
teachers had more than thirty credits of preparation in the 
social studies field. Of these teachers, twenty-six (44 per 
cent) were in the large schools and nine (16 per cent) were 
in the small schools.
Almost tv^o-thirds of the teachers who taught in the 
social studies field had a better preparation in another sub­
ject field taught by them (Table XVIII-d, page 112).
Thirty-one per cent of the social studies teachers 
taught in the field of history, and 34 per cent of the history 
teachers taught in the field of social studies (Table II, 
page 18). Both social studios teachers and history teachers 
taught in the field of physical education next most frequent­
ly.
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TABLE XVIII-m
FHEaUEUCY DISTRIBUTION OF HUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BT 172 TEACHERS WHO 
TAUGHT IH SOCIAL STUDIES FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BÏ AMOUNTS OF PRE­
PARATION III SOCIAL STUDIES FIELD AND BÏ THE SIZE OF THE 
SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
mm mi'II, No* of Number of teachersCredits in fields Total in schools with enrollments of
Soo« Studies taught No. 2 1-29 26-50 51-100 101-250 over250
1 a 5 % 9 6 7 8 9Total number 1 8 1 7teachers 2 58 1 9 7 22 25irrespective 5 55 h 12 16 17 6of prepara­ 4 40 5 7 16 11 1tion 5 10 4 5 1
6 1 1Total 172 100.055 15 27 _59 . 52 _ 59X 1 1
1-19 2 17 1 1 6 9credits 5 19 1 7 5 4 24 11 2 1 4 5 1
5 2 2Total 50 29.1 W ÏÔ 10 13 ... _.s _1 9 520-29 2 11 2 6 5credits 5 12 1 2 2 6 14 12 1 2 5 4
9 4 1 2 1
6 1 1Total 29 .0 IT ? 9 S' 71 020-44 2 15 5 1 5 8credits 5 18 2 2 7 5 24 10 5 4 9
Total 5 4 26.1 I . 9 ... . 12 11 io1 4 1 5
A5 or more 2 19 9 7 9credits 5 6 1 2 2 14 7 2 1 9 15 2 1 1
Total jir 19.8 9 5 S' ÎÎ 9
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TABLC XVIII-b
FSEQOEtfCY DISTRIBUTION OP THD AÎ50UNT OP PREPARATION IK THE SOCIAL 
STUDItS FIELD CF EIGHT TEACHERS IN K30HTAKA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO 
TAUGHT IN SOCIAL STUDIES FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY 
SIZE OF SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Number of teocbcrsCredits in Total - in schools with enrollments of
gee* Studies Do, 3 - 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over2501 2 ... 5 ...4_______ 5.... .. 6 ____ _  ir_
1-19credits 1 12.5% 1
20-29credits 5 57.5 5
23-44
credits
4$ or more 
credits 4 50 .0 1 5
Total 8 100.0 1 7
- 1 1 1 -
TASLS IVÎIt-o
PRL3U&NCI DISTRIBUTION OP Tin OP PIZLDO TAUGIIT BY FIFTY-ONE
TEACHERS WITH GREATEST TR&ININU IN EOCI^L ETUDIE: FIELD BUT 
TEACHING ADDITIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BY AM)UKTS CF 
PREPARATION IN SOCIAL STUDIES FIELD AND BY THE. SIZE 
CF til: SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCüTiiD
Credits in 
See. Studies
No* of 
fields 
taught
Total
Ho*
Number of t^aehere
In schools with enrollments of
Î-2 5 26-^ 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 a 5 .— % 5 _ - - T 8 92 25 1 4 10 6All 5 15 25 .5 6 6 14 11 21.6 2 4 9
5 4 7 .8 2 2Total 91 100.0 ? 1  ^ 15 R ?2 1 1
1-19 5credits 4
5Total 1 2.0 1
2 1 1
20-29 5 5 1 2credits 4 1 1
5 1 1Total ? 11.8 2 T . 9. ..2 7 1 2 420-44 5 é 9 2 1credits 4 5 2 5
Total 9 _ 57.5 i . 9..._. ? - 52 14 5 7 4
45 or more 5 4 2 2credits 4 5 2 1 2
Total 5 _&25 49.0
1
5 1a 7 9 T
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TABLE XTIII-d
rREQDENCT DISTRIBUTION OP THE NUMBER OP PIELDS TAUOHT BT 11) TEACHERS 
WHO TAUOHT IN SOCIAL STUDIES FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN 
ANOTHER SUBJECT PIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN Et AMOUNTS OP PREPAR­
ATION IN SOCIAL STUDIES PIELD AND BT THE SIZE OP THE 
SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No. of Number of teachers
Crédita In fields Total in Bchoole with enrollments of
So*. Studies taught No. % 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 5 4 9 .7 „ 8 9___2 51.0^ 1 2 5 12 17
5 42 57 .2 4 12 10 11 5All 4 29 25 .7 5 5 11 11 1
5 6 5-5 2 5 1
6 1 ,9 1Total 115 100.0 il 20 27 55 . 252 16 1 6
1-19 5 19 1 7 5 4 2credits 4 11 2 1 4 5 1
Total 5 d 42.5 W
2
10 9 15 52 10 2 5 520-29 5 9 1 a 1 4 1credits 4 11 1 1 5 4
5 5 1 X 1
Total
Ô
F 50.1 4 T F 1? y2 6 2 1 1 450-44 5 12 2 2 4 5 1credits 4 5 1 1 55 1 1Total 2? 23.0 f 3  ....... ? _ J  _ 52 1 1
45 or more 5 2 1 1credits 4a 2 1 1
Total 5 5 4.5 r 1 T 2
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ACTloulture. Only forty-seven teachers taucht in the 
field of aericultnre in Zlontana liich schools in 1946-1947.
The percentage of teachers who taught in the field of 
agriculture and had thirty or more credits of preparation in 
that field was the highest percentage found for teachers in 
any subject field. There were 91 per cent of the teachers 
who taught in the agriculture field who had thirty or nor© 
credits of preparation In the agriculture field (Table XlX-a, 
page 116), Only four teachers had less than thirty credits 
of preparation in that field* As mentioned before (page $2), 
th© recuirements set up by the Smith-Huf^h©s program are lar^^ 
ly responsible for the large percentage of teachers in the 
agriculture field having thirty or more credits in agri­
culture#
Two of the four teachers who taught in th© field of 
agriculture, and had less than thirty credits of preparation 
in the field, taught in the large schools. Of the teachers 
who taught in the agriculture field, and had thirty or more 
credits of preparation, 63 per cent were in the large schools 
(of more than one hundred students), 8 %)cr cent were in the 
small schools (of fifty or fewer students).
Teachers who taught in the field of agriculture were 
called on less frequently than in any other subject natter 
group to teach in two or more additional subject fields.
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More than one-half (53 per cent) of the teachers who taught 
in the agriculture field taught in that field only; 32 per 
cent taught In the field of agriculture and one additional 
subject field. This left only 15 per cent of the teachers 
who taught in the agriculture field who were required to 
teach in two or more additional subject fields.
Two-thirds of all the teachers who taught in the agri­
culture subject field were teaching in the larger schools. 
That agricultural subjects were not more often tau^;ht in the 
small schools probably was due to the lack of space and 
equipment and to the high cost of supporting a well rounded 
agricultural course.
There were forty-four agriculture teachers (1. e., 
teachers who taught in the agriculture field only, or who had 
the best preparation in the agriculture field of any subject 
field taught by them) (Table XlX-a, page 116). Tv/enty-five 
of these taught In the field of agriculture only, fourteen 
taught in the field of agriculture and one additional subject 
field, and five taught in the field of agriculture and t wo 
or more additional subject fields. Only one agriculture 
teacher in the large schools tau^;ht in three or more differ­
ent subject fields.
Over nine-tenths (91 per cent) of the agriculture 
teachers had thirty or more credits of preparation in that 
field. There were three agriculture teachers in the small
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schools with thirty or raore credits in the e£-riculture field 
compared to the twenty-five teachers in tiio lar^.e schools 
with thirty or more credits in the a£;riculture field com­
pared to the tvænty-five teachers in th© large schools with 
the same preparation.
Agriculture teachers (those with the best preparation 
in agriculture field of any field taught by them) most often 
taught in the biological science field or the physical 
science field (Table II, page 18 and Table III, page 20),
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TABLE xzx-«
FBEQUENCT DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OP PIELDS TAUGHT BT PORTT-SETEN TEACHERS 
WHO TAUGHT IN AGRICULTURAL PIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OP PREPARA­
TION IN AGRICULTURAL PIELD AND BT THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credit* In 
Agriculture
No# of 
fields 
taught
Number of teachersTotal in schools with enrollments of
No* 1-25 _ 2_45P_ 51-100 101-250 over 2501 2 ? 4 5 6 _______7 6
i 29 99.2# 6 19 6Total number 2 19 91*9 9 7 9teachers 5 9 6.4 2 1irrespective 4 9 6*4 1 1 1cf preparation 5 2.1 iTotal 47 100.0 2 9 12 21 91 1 1
1-19 2 2 1 1credits
Î
Totals 5 9 6.4 T T Î
20-29
1
2credits 54 1 1
5Total r 2.1 1
Ï 9 1 250-44 2credits 5 1 14
Total 9 T 6 .9 2 2Ï 19 6 10 9
49 or more 2 19 9 6 2credits 9 2 24 2 1 1
Total 9 76.6 T 2 Î2 1? 5
1 2 1 INo# of 2credits 5not given 4
5 1 1Total F 6,4 1 1 r
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TABLE XlX-b
FREQUEHCT DISTRIBUTION OK THE AM3UHT OF PREPARATION IN THE AGRICULTURAL 
FIELD OF TWENTY-FIVE TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN 
AGRICULTURAL FIELD ONLY, WITH BREAKDOWN BY SIZE OF SCHOOL IN 
WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Number of teacher*
Credits in ^Total in school* with enrollments of _Agriculture No. 56 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 5_ 4 ______5 6 7
1-19
credit*
1 4.0* 1
20-29credit*
50-44
credit* 3 12.0 1 2
45 or more 
credit* 19 76.0 6 10 3
Number of 
credit* 
not given
2 8.0 1 X
Total 25 100.0^ 6 13 6
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TABLE XlX-e
FREaUERCT DISTR130TI0K OP THE HUMBER OP FIELDS TAUOHT BI RIHETEEN 
TEACHERS WITH GREATEST TRAIHIKO IN AGRICULTURAL FIELD BUT TEACH­
ING IN ADDITIONAL FIELDS, WITH BREAKDOWN BI AMOUNTS OP PRE- 
PARATIOK IN AGRICULTURAL FIELD AND BI THE SIZE OF THE 
a OHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
atiiffjr. ■ 1. ri' rrrrTaraa; No* of Number of teachers
Credit# In fields Total in schools with enrollments of
Agriculture tau^t No. % 1-25 26.50 51-100 101-250 owe:
250
1 2 ,5 “TT 9 é 7 8 .?
All
2
54
14
5
I#
75.7*
15.8
10^
100.0 i
2
2
5
6
è
1
7
5
?
2 1 1
1-19credits 54
Total 5 T 5,4 _ r
credits
2
54 1
1
Total 9 T 5.6 r
45 or more 
credits
2
I
152
2 1
2 51
"" é 2
Total 5 ÎT 8 9 .5 1 2 g ? 2
There were no teacher# in the group hawing 20—29 quarter hours of preparation, therefore that group was omitted from this chart*
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Fine_ATi^. Twezity-ono teachers taught fine arts. Of 
this number seventeen teachers v/ere in the large schools and 
only one teacher was in the sioall schools (Table XX-a, page 
120), Two teachers vjho taught fine arts were part time 
teachers.
Four teachers who taught fine arts had less than
twenty credits of preparation in the fine arts field » five
had from twenty throuc^h tvænty-nine credits, four had thirty 
to forty-four credits, and six had over forty-four credits 
of preparation in the fine arts field.
Five teachers v; ho taught fine arts taught in that
field only; nine teachers taught fine arts and one additional 
field; and seven teachers taught fine arts and two or more 
additional fields.
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TABLE XX-&
PREQUENCI DISTRIBUTION OP NUMBER OF FIELDS TAUGHT BX TWENTT-CNE TEACHKRS 
WHO TAUGHT IN PINE ARTS FIELD WITH BREAKDOWN BT AM3UNTS OF PREPARA­
TION IN PINE ARTS FIELD AND BT THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credits In 
pine Arte
No* of 
field* 
taught
Number of teacher*
Total in echoola with enrollment* of
No# 1-25 2<^50 51-100 101-250 over _____  ___  2 5 0.
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 0Total number 1 
teacher* 2 
Irrespective 5 
of prépara- 4 
tlon 5 Total
59
3
2
21
2)#8#42.8
25 .8  
5-9
100.0
1
r
2
1
?
1
14
?
6
1
ÎT
1-19
1
2 2 1 1credit* 5 2 24fit
Total T 19.1 T 2 T
1 1 1
20-29 2 1 1credit* 3 2 24 1 1Total ? 25.6 i 2 ?
1 1 150-44 2 2 2
credit* 3 1 14
5
Total T 19.1 T
1 2 2
45 or more 2 ? 1 2credit* 34 1 1
Total 5 ?" 28 .6 T 1 T
1 1 1
No# of 2 1 1
credit* 3not given i*R
Total 2 9 .9 1 1
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TABLE XX-b
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP THE AMOUNT OF PREPARATION IN THE PINS ARTS 
FIELD OF FIVE TEACHERS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS WHO TAUGHT IN FINE 
ARTS FIELD OÎÎLT, WITH BREAKDOWN BT SIZE OP SCHOOL IN WHICH THE
TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Credits in Total
Number of teachers
in school0 with enrollments of
Fine Arts No % 1-25 26.50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 ___ 3... 5 6 .... 7... .
1-19credits
20-29credits 1 205!̂ *1
50-44
credits
1 20
1
45 or more 
credits 2 40 2
Number of 
credits 
not given
1 20 * r
Total 5 100^ 1 4
Two were part time teachers, one %rith 20-29 credits, the other 
unknown.
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TABLE XX-e
FREQUEiïCT DISTRIVUÎION OP THE HÜM3EX OP PIELDS TAUGHT BÏ SE7EH TEACHERS 
WITH GREATEST TRAINING IN PINE ARTS FIELD BUT TEACHING IK ADDITIONAL 
FIELDS, PITH BREAKDOWN BÏ AMOUNTS OP PREPARATION IN Pim ARTS FIELD 
AND BT THE SIZE OP THE SCHOOL IN WHICH THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
Mo# of Mmber of teaclœrs
Credits in fields Total in schools with enrollments of
Pins Arts taught No# si 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 a ? k 9 6 7 8 ?2 9 71.4% 1 4All 5 1 14.5 14a 1 14.5 1
Total V T 100.0 T 1 9 .a 2 250-44 5 1 1credits 4
9Total ? 42.9 5a 5 1 2
45 or mors 5credits 4 1 1
Total 9 I ___ r T 2
Art*
No teacher In thl* group had leas than 50 quarter hour* in Pine
There were no teacher* in the group having 1-19 or 20-29 quarter hour* of preparation» Therefore, that group wa* omitted from thi* chart
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TABLE XX-d
FREQU3KCT DISTBI30TI0H OP THE ÎBJMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BT HIKE TEACHERS 
Wt» TAUGHT IN FINE ARTS FIELD BUT HAD GREATER TRAINING IN ANOTHER 
SUBJECT FIELD, WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMOUNTS OF PREPARATION IN FINE 
ARTS FIELD AND BT THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE
TEACHERS WERE LOOATkJ)
No. of l̂ umber of teachersCredit* in fields Total In schools with enrollments of
Fine Arts tau^t No % 1-25 26-50 51-100 iül-250 over 250
1 a ? k ..__ 5_. ... 6 7 6 9____________a 4 " ' %4.4# 1 1 a
All 5 4 #.4 4
ht£ 1 11.1 1
Total 9 100.0 2 a
2 a 1 1
1-19 5 a • acredit* 4
Total 5 ? 44.4 r 2 -
2 1 1
20-29 3 a acredit* 4 1 1
Total 5 T 44.4 1 2 r
a 1 1Ko. of 3credits h
not given 5Total r 11.1 1 ...
Non* of the Fine Art teaehera had over 50 quarter hour* in Fin* Art* 
when they had better preparation in soraa other subject field they were 
teaching.
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Psycholory. Tivelve teachers tauciit in the field of 
T}sycholosy, and none tauc-dt in that field only (Table XII, 
page 124)&
Ko teacher who taught psychology had ^aore than forty- 
four credits of preparation in the field of psychology*
There were five teachers who had between thirty and forty- 
four credits of preparation in psychology* Four teachers 
teaching psychology wore }nown to have less than twenty cre­
dits in that field* Seven teachers taught in the field of 
psychology end one additional subject field. Tlie reioaining 
fivo teachers taught in the field of psychology and two or 
more subject fields.
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TABLE XXI-a
FREaUEÎ̂ CT DISTRIBUTION OP NUMBER OP FIELDS TAUGHT BY 12 TEACHERS ¥H0 
TAUGHT PSYCHOLOGY WITH BREAKDOWN BT AMDUNTS OP PREPARATION IN 
psychology field and by THE SIZE OF THE SCHOOLS IN WHICH
THE TEACHERS WERE LOCATED
No* of Number' of teacher.Credits in fields Total In schools with enrollments of
Psychology taught No* 1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1 2 ? 4 . 5 is 7 8___  9Total number 2 7 5S*5^ 1 1 5teachere 5 2 16.7 1 1irrespective 4 2 16*5 1 1of prepara­ 5 1 8.5 1tion 6Total 12 Ï00 .0 1 T 2___ ______  5 .
2 5 1 1 11-19 5 1 1credits 4ce
Total T 53.3 2 1 1
2 -
20-29 5 1 1credits 4
5Total 1 6.5 T
2 2 a50-44 ?credits 4 2 1 1
5 1 1Total 5 41*7 2 1 2No* of 2 2 2
credits not 5given 4
5 —Total 2 16*7 2
No teacher teaching 
Psychology.
Psychology had over 44 quarter credits in
General SiL:n:ir,rlsatlozi of Subject Plaids
The data for the remaining foiir tables were taken 
from the tables accorapanj^'ing the discussions of each of the 
specific subject f1 Ids. These tables summarize the specific 
data into a form such that the comparisons of the prepara­
tion and load of the teachers in each of the various fields 
may be made.
Fre-juency distribution of the preparation of teachers 
in each subject field. In Xcibl© XXII, page 127» fiequenoy 
distributions of the percentages of teachers in each subject 
field having various amounts of preparation in those fields 
ere to be found. This table includes a section ’’Credits 
Unknown" to account for the teachers for whom the prepara­
tion in a subject field could not be determined.
The fields of agriculture, home economics, and music 
had the highest percentage of teachers with thirty or more 
credits of preparation in their respective fields. Of the 
forty-seven teachers who taught in the agriculture field, 
over 90 per cent had thirty or more credits of preparation 
in that field; over tiiree-fourths had forty-five or more 
credits of preparation. Less than nine per cent had less 
than thirty credits of preparation in the field of agricul­
ture. The preparation of six per c ent of the teachers who 
taught in the field of agriculture could not be determined.
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TABLE XXII
PERCENTAGE OP TEACHERS HAVING A GIVEN AMOUNT 
op PREPARATION IN  A SUBJECT 
FIELD TAUGHT BY THEM
Total No* 
Subject op teachers
^5 or more 
credits
50-%
credits 20-29credits 1-19credits
Credits
unknown
Agriculture 47 T7% 9% 2^
Home Economies 99 66 10 10 6 8
Music 15^ 55 10 8 10 18
English 407 40 26 21 9 5
History 262 57 28 24 9 5
Physical Set* 172 54 25 20 20 2
Commercial 241 57 14 14 29 7
Pina Arts* 21 29 19 24 19 10
Latin 63 19 50 27 22 2
Psychology* 12 42 8 55 17
Industrial Arts 128 28 11 16 24 22
Biological Sol* 229 18 28 20 29 4
Social Studies 172 20 26 25 29 —
Mathematics 280 21 22 24 29 5
Mod* Languages <55 22 21 52 22 5
Physical Edue* 217 12 11 12 28 58
V ary Paw ta a c h a ra  In  th aaa P la id a *  TheraPora^ p a r cen ts  should ba 
▼iawad w ith  c a u tio n *
Physical education» modern lancuaees, and mathematics 
fields were the fields which had the smallest percentace of 
teachers vd.th thirty or more credits of preparation in their 
respective fields.
Frequency distribution in the various sized schools 
of teachers with thirty or more credits of preparation in 
their field and of those with less than thirty credits of 
préparation. Table XJilll, pac@ 129, Includes data on only 
those teachers whose preparation wes icnown. (This fact 
accounts for the difference in the per cent figures given 
for each subject field in the first row of this table and 
the sum of the per cent figures given in tho columns 3 and 4 
of the preceding table). This table reveals the per cent of 
the total number of teachers with thirty or more credits of 
preparation In each field, the per cent of the total number 
of teachers with less than thirty credits of preparation in 
the field, end then shov;s the difference in the 
preparation of teachers in the large schools and in the 
small schools. (As defined in Table XXÎII).
The data for the field of English in this table ere 
as follows: Sixty-nine per cent of the teachers who taug:ht
in the field of English, and whose preparation v;as known, 
had thirty or more credits of preparation in that field.
Of the teachers v̂ ho had less than thirty credits of prépara-
TABLE XXIII
THE PER CENT OF THE TEACHERS WITH THIRTY CREDITS OR MORS OF PREPARATION 
IN A SUBJECT FIELD; PER CENT OF TEACHERS WITH LESS THAN THIRTY CRE­
DITS OF PREPARATION IN THE SUBJECT FIELD IN THE SMALL SCHOOLS 
AND THE LARGE SCHOOLS; PER CENT OF TEACHERS WITH THIRTY OR 
MORE CREDITS OF PREPARATION IN THE SUBJECT FIELD IN 
THE SMALL SCHOOLS AND IN THE LARGE SCHOOLS
Subjectfield Preparation 1-29 50 plua
credits crédita
1-29 credit* of preparation
in in
2K) or more credit* of 
preparation
in in
small
school* largeschool*
small
school*
large
schools
1-25student*
26-50^
student*
101-250
student*251 or 1 more
Agriculture 9% 91^ 25^ 50% 6^ 65^
Hone Economic* 17 65 19 56 9 68
Muaic 25 77 56 24 12 79
English 51 69 50 47 22 66
Hiatory 55 67 55 44 20 54
Physical Science hz 56 25 56 18 57
Commercial 46 54 57 29 19 61
Fine Arts* 47 55 0 76 10 60
Latin 50 50 15 68 16 74
Psychology* 50 50 60 20 40 4o
Industrial Art* 5X 49 56 56 4 76
Biological Science 49 51 25 41 50 52
Social Studies 54 46 26 54 25 52
Mathematics 55 45 28 45 22 61
Modern Language* 56 44 18 55 4 82
Physical Education 65 57 26 56 20 72
•Very few teacher* in the** subject*.
tion in tho field $ 30 p4̂ r cent v/ore in tUo a.%c.ll
schools vjid h7 per oont ymxo In the l^r^o schools^ Of 
the tccciiex*a vûio ho.à tUlrty or zùore creaita oi yTepLTatlon 
in the field of 6o per cent 7:0* e in the
schools end 22 per coiit vwvm i;i tho nnalX schools,
Date Tor the dtiier eiitjoct ficlüo in this tehlm 
should to TCOÛ in the sr-'ho nner*
T m '.chXhf':. f loed. Table XXIV, page 131* 0ho\i?3 the
por cent of the teacher a who v/ox’o toachl%^;: in a f:lv0n sub­
ject field alone, or In combination with one additional 
subject field or In oomtinotiou 7/1 th two or uoro subject 
fields* for eicaaple, there %vcre 13 taaoherswho tîxxcli't in 
tno history rield only, 33 tnucht in the uiatory field oncl 
one ucujitioanl subject field, tmcl 33 tauriit in the history 
field ana two or more udcitional subject fields*
t
humber of teachers vyith a certain load In' various
sincd schools* Table aXV, 133» i.Uiov;.3 the nxhoLov of
subject fiolda taucnt by toaonera in tno various sized
schools* Tho botto;; TOW siiuws tho total nurnbor of teachers 
in each of tlio differexit slued schools. This table con­
firmas the fact that cn a rule teachers In the Ifzrccr* schools 
are re/aired to teach in fm;er subject fields than do their
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TABLE XXIV
THE PER CEHT OF TĤ C TEACHERS TEACHI2«G IH EACH FIELD 
OHLT, OR IN ONE ADDITIONAL FIELD, OR TWO 
OR MORE ADDITIONAL SUBJECT FIELDS
S u b je c t f i e ld P er c e n t who P er c e n t who ta u g h t P er c e n t who 
ta u g h t B u b jeo t e u b je c t f i e ld  and ta u g h t e u b je c t
f i e l d  o n ly one a d d it io n a l 
f i e ld
f i e ld  and two o r  
more a d d it io n a l
Agriculture 52^ 15^
Home Economics 59 59 21
Music 42 19 59
English 29 55 56
History 15 55 60
Physical Science 7 55 60
Commercial 41 50 29
Fine Arte* 24 45 55
Latin 6 44 45
Psychology^ — 58 42
Industrial Arts 55 21 44
Biological Science 7 29 65
Social Studies 4 54 62
Mathematics 20 25 55
Modern Languages 16 46 58
Physical Education 7 55 60
*V e ry  few  te a c h e r#  in  th ese  f ie ld s .
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TABLE XXV
FBE(ÎOENCÏ DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS 
TEACHING IN  A GIVEN NUMBER OF SUBJECT 
FIELDS IN  THE VARIOUS SIZED  
HIGH SCHOOLS OF MONTANA
Number of 
eubject fields 
taught by the 
teacher
Number of teachere in sohoole 
with an enrollment of
1-25 26-50 51-100 101-250 250 and over
1 5 22 96 174 505
2 5 45 67 149 114
5 14 5<5 79 75 16
4 9 29 54 15 4
5 19 10 0 1 0
6 1 0 0 0 0
Total number 47 160 254 4l4 459 »!,:teachere
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colleaGU03 In the aiaaller schools.
V
SXMâMiY^ CONCLUSIONS, Æ D  IMPLICATIONS
Summary» In Montana, vjjaicii iaas a small scattered 
population in a large land area, are many small high schools 
and relatively few large high schools» This situation 
naturally creates many school problems, among them the 
inadequate supply of properly trained teachers to occupy the 
varied teaching positions» No icnown, intensive study con­
cerning the teachers* training, subject combinations end 
teaching field load in the different sized schools of Montana 
had been mad© up to this time » The writer undertook to do 
this for the school year 1946-1947•
This analysis presents data concerning the subject 
combinations the teachers were actually teaching, the pre­
paration of these teachers in the subject fields in which 
they were teaching, and theii* teaching field load in 1946- 
1947*
The prospective teacher (and his advisor) can use 
these data to plan a more useful course for preparation of 
the candidate. These date can be used to aid in the choice 
of appropriate minors and other courses of study to 
accompany the student*s chosen major subject. This should 
result in the graduation of more well qualified teachers who
-134-
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can fill openln^:3 requiring teachers who can teach in two or 
more subject fields* It would then be possible to expect 
better performance on the part of the high school students 
whom they will teach.
These same data show the subject fields in which 
there is a shortage of qualified teachers, or in which the 
average teacher training is low* These conditions may be 
improved by modifying teacher training requirements in those 
particular fields and, perhaps, cha%ing the accrediting 
requirements to include several subject fields as required 
training before teaching certificates are granted*
ho previous studies of the problem in Montana prior 
to 1947 were found* The writer studios three similar 
investigations made in Iowa ( in 1930, 1931 and 1946), one 
in X4ortii Dakota (in 1936) and one in Kansas (in 1946) * ho* 
pertinent comparisons could be riiade of these studies and 
this analysis of the Montana probleia because the contents of 
the subject fields and the methods of grouping schools dif­
fered greatly.
The data for this analysis were collected almost 
entirely from the High School Reports, Jt*orm a , which were 
obtained from the Department of Public Instruction, State of 
Montana. Tnese forms, submitted annually by the higii school 
administrators to the State Department of Public Instruction, 
give each teacher*3 class schedule, preparation in each
sutijoct field salary, laatltutlaus of hl,^har le.;rn*
In̂ T attended by the teaoher, decrees, oertirication, a m  the 
nwiber of years of toaclilnc exporiemce# Also included are 
the school onroIXiieut, its accréditât loo, and the of
too chers In the school* tiuch of tiie data that could not te 
secured frou theoo forzos were found in the certifie^:tion 
dopartticnt of the dt&te Dojartment of fubllc lastruc tica, 
and in the office of tlio reaiatrar of the Dontena Jtc^to Uni-» 
Tcrsity vdicro amny of the teachers in ^:^uostion had ottainod 
their deyrecs* As a last resort, a personal letter ivas 
directed to the teacher asking for the inlcoined information. 
inclosed with the lottei wan a self-addresaed %)ostal cord 
on which it was only neceaac.ry for the teacher to fill in 
two or three blanks with naulox^o indicating tho number of 
credits ho had in tho subject fields in question* ill these 
data wore tubulated and later oreon!rod into the tables used 
in the analysis# There is a not of four tables accoüî .̂ îriylna 
each subject field# IkiCh not deals with a qivoa subject 
field in tho scaae manner.
The alzteon subject field prouas uaed in this 
analysis were chosen in order to coia'or-:: witn the dorroo 
requiromciita of kontaua at&to UnivoraXty and with tho certi­
fication re^yali onents of the hontona Jtcto i.>caaxtment of 
rutlio Instruction. Tho naubor of subject fields and the 
contents of m u o  of the i nt.Xe it 1 ossiblo to ma ho coaiXiri-
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sons botv#een tills study &ud those aentionod earlier*
The ability to identify a teacher in an analysis of 
this type is necessary• In this analysis, a teacher was 
identified by the subject field in which he was t eachin^ 
and in which he had the most preparation, regardless of the 
number of classes in that subject field ho may have taught, 
and regardless of his preparation in a field other than 
those in which he was teaching. Many teachers wore not 
teaching in the field in which they had the most preparation.
Uate^ories of schools were based on the size of the 
school enrollment. It was impossible to group the schools 
according to the class to which they belonged because their 
enrollments ovez‘-lap])ed greatly. Therefor, different school 
groups were arbitrarily decided upon. They v̂ fere schools with 
enrollments of 1 to 25 students, schools with 26 to 50 stu­
dents, schools witn 51 to 100 students, schools with 101 to 
250 students, and schools with 251 or more students.
The first table in each set of four t ables for each 
subject field gives the frequency distribution of the pre­
paration in a subject field of all teachers who taught in 
that subject field alone or in combination with one or more 
additional subject fields according to their préparâtion in 
that subject field, the school enrollment, and the number of 
subject fields taught by them. The remaining three tables
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are brealcdowns of the first table in order to show more 
concisely the data concernlnr that subject field.
This survey covered the teaching field loads and pre­
paration of 1,314 teachers in 184 Montana high schools for 
the school year 1946-1947*
Conclusions. Forty-tivo per cent of the teachers 
tauglit in one subject field only; 30 per cent taught in two 
fields; 13 per cent taught in three fields; 6,3 per cent 
taught in four fields, and 2 per cent taught in five fields. 
Ono teacher taugjht in six different fields. Since more than 
one-fourth of the teachers (27 per cent ) were teaching in 
three or more fields, and since most teachers get their 
start in teaching careers In the small scxaools where they 
most generally have to teach in more than two fields, the 
prospective teacher perhaps should obtain training in at 
least three fields#
There appeared to be no consistency in the teaching 
combinations from one school to another among the schools. 
Individual teachers in tho smaller schools taught in a 
greater variety of subject fields than did their colleagues 
in the large schools. It seems umeaconablo to expect a 
teacher to be assigned to more than three different subject 
fields#
Data concerning the subjects taught by teachers out-
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sidQ of their loajor and/or loinors indicate a lack of sviffi­
aient and proper knowledge concerninc the existing teaching 
combinations, especially durlriî ; the time the teacher is 
obtaining his training. Advisors should have data by ivhloh 
to guide the prospective teacher in his selection of basic 
courses, including his najor, minor or minors, and. perhaps 
other courses.
lîany subjects never occur in any sort of combination 
with other subject fields (Table II, pEtge 20)* Agricultiue 
never appeared with fine arts, coinmercial, home economics, 
Latin or modern languages; comEorcial never appeared v»? ith 
agriculture or psychology; and raodern arts never occurred 
v;ith agriculture, fine arts. Industrial arts or psychology.
Liological sciences, physical sciences, social studies^ 
and physical education were most often taught in combination 
with two or more additional subject fields.
Generally speaking, approximately one-half of the 
teachers r/ho taught in each of ten subjoct fields, and whose 
preparation was known, had thirty or more credits of prepara­
tion in those fields (Table XXII, page 127)* These fields 
vjcro physical science, cojxnorcial, fine arts, Latin, psy­
chology, industrial arts, biological science, social studies, 
mathematics, and modern languages. Considerably more than 
one-half of the teachere in agriculture, home economics, 
music, nnglish, end history fields had thirty or more credits 
of preparation in those fiolds*
•“XA-0—
Ninety-one per c ent of the teachers v;iio taught in the 
ag,rlculture field, and whose college preparation in that 
field was knovm, had thirty or ioore credits of preparation 
in that field (Table XlX-a, page 116)* Agriculture ranked 
highest of any field in the percentage of its teachers hav­
ing thirty or more credits of preparation* Home economics 
ranked second with S3 per cent; music was third with 77 per 
cent; and English was fourth with 69 per cent of its teach­
ers having thirty or more credits of preparation in that 
field.
Teachers in the large schools were generally better 
prepared to teach the subject fields they taught than were 
the touchers in the snail schools. In all subject fields, a 
far greater percentage of the teachers in the large schools 
had thirty or more credits of preparation in the fields they 
than did the teachers in the small schools (Ta^le Xklll, 
page 129)* Large schools with more subjects offered in a 
particular subject area were able to place teachers in 
assignments for which these teachers had concentrated areas 
of training.
Home economics, agriculture, fine arts, Latin and 
modern languages were not frequently ta%ht in the small 
schools* In the seventy small schools, thirteen or fewer 
teachers were teaching in esich of these fields. The high 
cost of supporting the vocational subject fields and
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supplyiiig adequate space, equipment, and qualified teachers 
rule out the vocational subject fields in most small schools. 
The languages end fine arts exe not required subjects for 
f^raduat3on, so they ere seldom teupht in the small schools.
The commercial field had 29 per cent of its teachers 
v;ho had less than twenty credits of preparation in the field 
of commercial. The writer noted that most of these teachers 
were in the small schools and were teaching typing in which 
, they probably had adequate trainiu-g.
Imrllc .tions. Studies similar to the present study 
should be carried on from time to time to determine the 
trends and changes. This study was made during an abnormal 
period which existed ii-iraediately after World War II when 
teacrer shortages were acute. Many of the teachers had been 
celled into the armed services end had not yet returned. 
Others had left the teaching profession for high paying jobs 
in defense plants. Many of these expected to return to the 
teaching profession. Many of the young men and womon were 
drafted into the armed services during the time they would 
otherwise have been in school preparing for the teaching 
profession and thus the normal flow of new teachers into the 
teaching profession was limited. Conditions may be expected 
to Chango in the teaching field as economic conditions return 
toward normal.
High school administrators should be required to make
—1^2 —
CO ..xletG, £iCcuT{ate, and lo^^ible raturna o;: the Hirdi School 
Reports, Foriu A, to the State Deportuent ot Public Instruc­
tion. Many of the rot urns viewed by the investigator v/ere 
not clear, or coiuplete, and many were uutiê:uous. To this 
end the Form A Report blanks should be accompanied by 
detailed instructions fro; i the ;>tate Dopartnent of Public 
Instruction ezplalning the procedures to follow in filling: 
in each type of Information required on the forms. Ambiguity 
concerning: many of the questions on the forms could thus be 
prevented.
The fact that information'coneernin^g; tiie preparation 
of eii:̂ hty-tv;o of the 217 teachers who taught in tha field of 
physical education could not be determined raises a yues"cion 
es to the nujaber of these teachers v?ho were actually quali­
fied to teach in the field of physical education. The 
question becomes more acute when consideration is piven the 
fact that thirty-four of these teachers were in the large 
schools (over one hundred students} and an additional 
eighteen teachers were in the next larger sizo school group. 
Physical education was the subject field in which the most 
information concerniiif teacher preparation was lacking.
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Al\PmDIX A.
HIGH SCHOOL HHPOKT, HOKM A
gfport of tlio-
goperintcndciit-
------------------High School.............   - ................ -Montana_____
School District No.----------------------- (If not a county high school)
----------------------------------------------- Principal______________________
County
STATE OF MONTANA 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
HIGH SCHOOL REPORT
School Year 19   to 19
PART A
TO THE PRINCIPAL OR SUPERINTENDENT: Kindly fill in, sign, and submit to the county superintendent of schools. 
The county superintendent will check for certification of teachers and sign the report and return to the State Department 
of Public Instruction, State Capitol, Helena, Montana, not later than October 5th. The county superintendent should receive 
this report not later than October 1st.
I. CALENDAR
1. Date school opened-------- --------- ---------------------
2. Date school will close — ......................... ..............
3. Vacation dates----------------------------- ---------------
4. Examination dates ............ ............................
II. ACCREDITING
1. No. of years of accrediting received last year -.
2. No. of years of high school work done this year.
3. No. of years of accrediting asked for this year..—
4. Remarks. -------------------------------------- --------
III. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
1. Method of promotion: Annual______________________
Semiannual  ____ _________or__________ _______
2. What grade is required for passing?________________
3. No. of pupils carrying more than four regular high 
school subjects__________ __ ______ ________________
4. How often are reports sent to parents? ________
5. Do you keep a record of each pupil’s work and attend­
ance in permanent form?....------  -
In a fire-proof vault? ----------------------------------------
6. The number of eighth grade graduates in the district 
last year ______________________________  —
7. Number of these graduates now in high school----------
8. Length of class period_______ _____________ _______
9. September enrollment in grades ---------------------
10. September enrollment in high school________________
Grade_______ Boys_______ Girls— ...........Total
9 th   » ___  ” — .........
10th ___  ” ....... .....  ” ---- -----
11th_________  "_ ______  ” -----------
12th  .................  ”. ...-.........  ” ..... .....  -
IV. TEACHER TIME
Men Women
No. Per. 
Total Per Week
1. T e a c h e r s  giving full 
time to H. S. w o r k  (do 
not include supt. or prin.)
2. Teachers g i v i n g  part 
time to H. S. work (do 
not include supt. or prin.)
3. Number of periods superintendent gives to:
a. High school supervision ------------------- -------------
b. High school class work................... ...............................
c. Study hall work-------------------------------------------- ----
d. Administrative duties----------------------------------------
4. Number of periods principal gives to:
a. High school supervision  ...................  —
b. High school class work  ......... -................ ...........
c. Study hall work---------- --------------------------------------
d. Administrative duties ......... ........ ............... ...........
5. Were all teachers employed upon the recommendation of 
the principal, superintendent, or county superintendent?-----
6. If not, why not? -------------- ------------------------------------
7. Remarks ------------------------ ----------------------------- ---
V. BOARD OF EDUCATION
President----------------    -..............................
Secretary or clerk --------------------------------------------------
report is submitted by-
N A M E  O F T E A C H E R
Period
T im e
_to_
5  Qr. Mrs. 
c I Qf Col. 
-  Prep.
Subject
1 Supt.
2 P rin .
3 Jr. HI,
4 Grade
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
Prin .
P rIn .
II
Period
Tim e
_to_
Subject
l i - .
1
o Qr. H rs
r of Coi.
Prep.
1
I l l
Period
Tim e
 to__
Subject
1
o Qr. Hrs.
c of Col.
Prep.
e
Z
TEAa—  ■ l-i
: M 7 4 7 1 5 5 ib
N O T E : List names of teachers alphabetically , listing adm in istrative officers firs t. L is t all subjects taugh t by the teachers in the 
preparation the teacher has had in the fie ld in which this subject is lis te d -E n g lls h , H istory and Social Sciences, etc. S ta te  salarj
æSBAM
Hr».
if Col. 
prep.
V
Period
Time
to _
Qr. Hrs. 
of Col. 
Prep.
V I
Period
T im e
- t o _
Qr. Hrs. 
of Col. 
Prep.
VII
Period
Tim e
to _
Qr. Hrs. 
of Col. 
Prep.
Subject Subject Subject
V I I I
Period
T im e
to
Subject
Qr. Hrs. 
of Col. 
Prep.
Yearly
Salary
beginning and ending of each period, and number enrolled in each subject. Give the num ber of quarter hours of college 
”’0. State number of teachers each adm in istrator has under his supervision in space after name.
Preparation and Certification
N A M E OF T E A C H E R
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Supt.
Prin.
Jr. H I. Prin. 
Grade Prin.
Degree School Attended
M ajor Minor
•S. S.— Secondary State.
T. S. S.—Temporary Secondary State 
S. L.— Secondary Life.
T . E. S.—Temporary Elem. State.
Years 
Experience ♦Cert. Held
Date
Issued
Ei L.— Elementary Life. 
E. S.— Elementary State. 
P.— Professional.
S. B. Blanket Life.
The above teachers are properly certified except the ones m a rk e d
dent of School
A I4 H X IX  B
LliTTKH TO RK3P01IDEBT3
— 8 -
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APPmmix B
417i Blaine Street 
Missoula, Montana 
April 18, 1947
Dear Sir ;
In iLy research for a Piaster's degree at the Montana 
State University on the problem concerning teacher prepara­
tion and subject combinations taught by them in Montana 
high schools dui’ing the current year, I failed to find ade­
quate information concerning your credits to completely 
separate those credits belonging into the field of biolog­
ical sciences from those belonging into the field of physi­
cal sciences# It is that information I am asking of you 
now*
The information gained from this study will be used 
to counsel prospective teachers now in training and your 
cooperation will be appreciated*
The enclosod postal card is for your convenience.
Sincerely yours.
tialter v/. Ylinen
CÜl^Y OF SFLîî' POüT C;UvD
— 1 5 0  —
- 1 5 1 -
A P F m m i x  0
COPT OF 3KLÎ’ ADIBBS3FD POST C Æ D
Lev^fistOvm, M ontana
Dear Sir:
In reply to your inciuiry, I iiave the 
folloivin^ (quarter ) credits In:
IiiolOĉ “ical Sciences _ _ _ _
Physical Sciences ______
Yours truly.
